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Abandoned Brewery Abandoned Red IPA Red IPA IPA 5.5 40 Toasted toffee, punchy and citrusy hops. Big dry hop aroma, rich malt base.

Abandoned Brewery Abandoned Imperial Belgian Red Belgian Ale Belgian Ale 8.5 25 Toffee, raisin, plums, banana with orange accented American hops.

Abandoned Brewery Abandoned Double IPA Double IPA IPA 8.2 80+
This beer is all about championing oily American hops and letting malt take the back seat. Pouring a very slightly hazy yellow, this beer 
features big notes of Tangerine, grapefruit and Just Juice tropical hop character along with a resiny, bitter finish.

Abandoned Brewery Abandoned Imperial Stout Imperial Stout Imperial Stout 8.5 Jet black. Intense roasted grain,  mocha and bittersweet dark chocolate. Subtle warming alcohol. 

Abandoned Brewery Abandoned Stout Stout Stout 5 20 Coffee, chocolate & orange, big body and silky oat mouthfeel.

Abandoned Brewery Abandoned APA American Pale Ale American Pale Ale 5.4 20 Mango, nectarine and grapefruit hops. Moderate caramel malt and restrained bitterness.

Abandoned Brewery Abandoned IPA IPA IPA 6.4 50 Ruby grapefruit, pineapple juice and balanced bitterness, clean malt.

Abandoned Brewery Abandoned XPA XPA Pale Ale 4.2 35
A very light coloured pale ale with minimal malt presence and tropical and floral hop flavour. A sessionable pale ale with plenty of 
flavour. 

Abandoned Brewery Abandoned Pilsner Pilsner Pilsner 5.4 40
Our pilsner combines gentle cracker-like malt with zesty citrus and herbal hop notes. A firm bitter finish and the clean lager 
fermentation makes for an easy-drinking yet flavourful New Zealand style Pilsner.

Altitude Brewing Midnight Feast PB&J Imperial Stout Imperial Stout 10.5
Teaming up again with Burke's Brewing for the 2019 NZ Stout Challenge. Big, smooth and rich enough to buy your way into residency 
this is the American Dream in a glass. Peanut butter and jelly all over with layers of chocolate to complete the package. 

Altitude Brewing Bill Us For The Damages NEIPA IPA 6.8
DDH (double dry hopped) NEIPA colab with the wicked people at Northern Monk from Leeds, UK. A new level of juiciness. Named 
after a highly contested game of tap room cricket got a little out of hand on brew day.

Altitude Brewing Zen Shiro Sake Ale Other 9.5

This is a very rare brew, steeped in the tradition of NZ's only Sake brewery. We have taken the kasu (leftover rice starch) and 
refermented our golden strong ale on it. Finally ageing it on apricots. Very clean and dry with a distinct rice wine flavour and the 
sweetness of apricots to finish.

Altitude Brewing Keys In the Fruit Bowl Passion Fruit Sour Ale Sour 5.6 Sour Pale Ale infused with a shit-ton (metric) of passionfruit. A colab brew with the team from Queenstown's own Atlas Beer Cafe.

Altitude Brewing Powder Day Pilsner Pilsner 5.2

Crisp and refreshing like a snowball to the face, only much more enjoyable. With a 2018 silver medal to its name this beer is a mash-
up of styles that shows a classic Euro Pils profile hopped with NZ Saaz varietals. Smells like fruit drizzled with lemon and a crisp clean 
palate to slake the thirst.

Altitude Brewing Moonlight Track Stout Stout 4.5

Eliott's favourite recipe and holder of many beer awards (including gold).  This brew shows off it's British roots, not just in terms of the 
style but also its point of difference. A slightly sweet stout base delivers fresh roast coffee, dark chocolate and molasses flavours. The 
addition of a small amount of peated distiller's malt gives off a heady, complex whisky nose that works to balance it all out.

Bassline Brewing Whole Lotta Feijoa Feijoa Gose Gose 2.3 15 Mmmmmmm feijoa. Light, fruity, balanced salt and refreshingly tart finish. If you love feijoa you'll love this beer! 

Bassline Brewing Pacific Daydream: Sex on the Beach (Infusion) Hibiscus Pacific Ale Infused Pale Ale 4.5 31
A Hibiscus Pacific Ale run through an infuser during pour to mimic the ingredients in a Sex on the Beach cocktail: cranberries, 
grapefruit and peach. Subtle and delicious. 

Bassline Brewing One Phat Bassline Honey Karori Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.1 39
A Karori Pale Ale brewed with honey (12%), and finished with tropical, citrusy hops. It was made in collaboration with One Fat Bird, our 
friends from down the road.

Bassline Brewing Working Class Pineapple Hazy Pineapple IPA IPA 6.2 30
A proper juicy, hazy IPA that's brewed with just a wee bit of pineapple. We've chosen tropical hops and smashed them in to bring out 
their fruity flavours while keeping the bitterness low. 

Bassline Brewing Mean Bassline Sessions Vol. 2 Oaked Imperial Red Ale Specialty 8 40
Cranking some Mean Basslines with this Imperial Red Ale made in collaboration with Mean Doses. Vol. 2 is aged in Pinot Noir barrels, 
and lightly spiced. Look out for Vol. 3 at the Mean Doses stand to try them side-by-side.

Bassline Brewing HAZY Cold Madina Hazy IPA IPA 6.5 30 A refreshing juicy hop-forward HAZY American IPA. It has big tropical fruit, citrus and stone fruit flavours.

Bassline Brewing Double Gin & Juice Grapefruit & Juniper IIPA Double IPA 8 50
Rollin’ down the street, pickin' grapefruit, sippin' on double Gin and Juice. This is a Double West Coast IPA packed with grapefruit, and 
a hit of laid back, gin-soaked juniper berries. 

Bassline Brewing Molé Black Days Molé Stout Stout 5 20 Our delicious chocolate vanilla stout that's finished off with spices inspired by Mexican molé sauce. 

Baylands Brewery Candy Cane Cider Cider Cider 5.5
Candy Cane is a light, tropical fruit burst cider that we bust out just for fun at festivals like this!    With a mix of raspberry and lime 
finished with a mango twist it’s a perfect way to refresh your taste buds in between all those pale ales and IPAs.

Baylands Brewery Slackline Sour - Mango & Guava Gose Gose 4 10
This kettle-soured Gose features both Mango and Guava along with some pink Himalayan sea salt.  Not too sour and not too salty, it's 
simply a beautifully refreshing drop.

Baylands Brewery Idaho Haze NEIPA IPA 6 40

The Idaho 7 hop has a flavour profile described as juicy tropical fruits, papaya and grapefruit with big notes of resiny pine.   We've 
been hanging out to throw some of these bad boys into one of our hazy creations, so here it is - Idaho 7 teamed up with Citra and 
Centennial in a fresh and fruity hazy pale ale to delight your taste buds.

Baylands Brewery Slalom Slayer IPA Hazy IPA IPA 6 49

There's a whole heap of the finest kiwi hops in this hazy IPA. Slalom Slayer's slick combo of Nelson Sauvin, Taiheke, Motueka and 
Riwaka hops carve their way across your flavour receptacles in the race to satisfy your quest for hoppiness.  Enjoy the ride...see you 
at the bottom!

Baylands Brewery Defend The Galaxy Aussie Pale Ale American Pale Ale 5.5 35

We've constructed our first all-Australian pale ale with a mix of Galaxy and Vic Secret hops.  Renowned for their pineapple and 
passionfruit characters, this Aussie Pale Ale is a tropical fruit medley of galactic proportions.  Stay in formation, savour the flavour and 
defend your glass to the bitter end!

Baylands Brewery Red 5 Under Attack Red Double IPA Double IPA 5.5 35
What’s big, red and under attack from thirsty punters? Red 5 Under Attack. A double red IPA with loads of hops riding on a delicious 
toffee and caramel malt base. Attack this one immediately!

Baylands Brewery Van da Tsar - Bourbon Aged Imperial Stout Imperial Stout 10 60
A rich decadent Russian Imperial stout with strong coffee and caramel flavours aged for three months with Heilala vanilla pods then 
aged on bourbon barrel staves.  Dessert in a glass and always a Beervana favourite - get in quick before it goes!

Beer Baroness The Bold & The Badass American Stout Stout 6.1 40

A very dark and roasty American oatmeal stout. Intense dark chocolate and coffee complemented with toffee and caramel malt 
sweetness. Smooth and creamy with hints of liquorice and a firm bitterness that leads into a slightly dry finish, served on the hand 
pump.   Third in the recent NZ Stout Challenge.

Beer Baroness The Cold & The Badass - Eis Stout Eis Stout Specialty 12.4
Ice Distilled Bold & The Badass, concentrated version of our Bold & The Badass, American Oat Stout, Smooth, Sweet Full bodied and 
delicious.

Beer Baroness Madame McClure Sour Sour 5 5 Kettle Sour with McClures Pickle Brine, and poured through our new ‘Pickle-nator’

Beer Baroness No Filter New England IPA IPA 6.5 30

A Hazy New England Style IPA. Loaded with NZ hop varieties Nelson Sauvin, Kohatu and Hort 4337. Bringing you a total fruit salad 
experience with intense aromas of tropical fruit mixed with peach and gooseberries, all balanced out with a large portion of Oats and 
Flaked wheat to bring you Haze for Days

Nomad Brewing Powder Day Milk Stout Stout 8

As the saying goes “No Friends on Powder Day” . Double Milk stout infused with coconut and cocoa. It’s snowing coconut in this 
delicious double milk stout. Rich, creamy and infused with cocoa nibs and coconut Powder Day will transport you to a wonderful snowy 
place with the crunch of that soft powder underfoot and the warmth of the crackling open fire. Take a sip and let it snow! BEER JERK AUSSIE BAR

Nomad Brewing Supersonic Rainforest Edition DIPA Double IPA 7.8

Our Magpie has flown north to the tropics for this tropical rainforest edition. She’s foraged and found the rare rainforest lime to replace 
the normal Finger Lime. A little zestier and punchier than it’s finger lime counterpart, the flavours have combined beautifully with the 
bouquet of US hops, mosaic and citra to create an explosive fruit salad combination of mango, passionfruit and citrus aromas. With a 
solid and slightly sweet malt backbone to support the aroma, the result is a balanced and very drinkable DIPA that makes this magpie 
warble with great pride and joy. BEER JERK AUSSIE BAR
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Nomad Brewing Piccolo Stout Stout Stout 4

Inspired by the Aussie cafe classic and true to Nomad style, mixing Australian and Italian culture. Piccolo stout is brewed with milk 
sugar for a sweeter, smoother mouthfeel. Extra fresh roast aroma and taste. It's a small stout with a big flavour. Brewed in 
collaboration with the crew at Manly's Belgrave Cartel cafe and roasters. BEER JERK AUSSIE BAR

Nomad Freshie Salt And Pepper Gose Gose 3.5

This beer is the brain child of Leonardo and Brooks, after a few.... staring at the beautiful Ocean in Freshwater, on Sydney’s Northern 
Beaches, the ocean mist and its fantastic smell had to be somehow put into a beer.... Why not add sea water directly to the beer and 
hey isn't salt what they add to traditional Gose in Germany??!! A few months later here we are at Nomad adding two buckets of salt 
water straight from Freshie to a Gose with a Nomad twist and adding our new favorite pepper variety from Tasmania. Gose is an 
historical style of beer brewed in the town of Leipzig, Germany. Unfortunately there are only two traditional breweries still brewing 
Gose in its own town. BEER JERK AUSSIE BAR

Sailor's Grave Brewing Lemon Meringue Cream Sour Kettle Sour Sour 4.8

 Kettle soured and brewed with local organic lemons, lactose and vanilla, then dry-hopped heavily with Lemondrop, Denali, Amarillo & 
Citra. A billowy body with lemon zing and bright hoppiness. Creamy, tart and refreshing in the style of our Peach Melba Pavlova 
Cream Sour. BEER JERK AUSSIE BAR

Sailor's Grave Brewing Law of the Tongue Smoked Oyster Stout Stout 5.8

Smokey Oyster Stout brewed with Wapengo Rock Oysters & Sunrise Limes. This is the story of an Orca named Old Tom, who during 
the early 20th century spent almost four decades helping Sapphire Coast fishermen catch baleen whales . In return, Old Tom and his 
pod feasted on the lips and tongues of the whalers' haul. This was known as the ‘Law of the Tongue’  An Oyster Stout brewed in 
collaboration with Wapango Rocks Wild Organic Oysters. 80 dozen oysters harvested by Shane Buckley from Wapengo Rocks were 
added to the kettle to provide subtle mineral and ocean flavours. Also brewed with Beechwood smoked malt, lactose and Sunrise 
Limes (a cross between a native lime and a cumquat) from Murray View Organics. Smooth, creamy and full-bodied with a bacon-like 
smokiness and citrus kick in the tail. Impenetrably dark and beautifully balanced – drink with a dozen or so freshly shucked ice-cold 
oysters BEER JERK AUSSIE BAR

Sailor's Grave Brewing Sake Kasu Sour Sour 4.8 A pale sour beer fermented on 100% sake lees and finished with persimmon. Intensely tart with a big umami punch and layers of fruit. BEER JERK AUSSIE BAR
Moon Dog Brewery David Boysenbowie Kettle Sour Sour 4.5 Part of the "Magnificent Mullet Series" of fruit sours inspired by the best mullets. Packed with punchy Boysenberry flavour BEER JERK AUSSIE BAR

Moon Dog Brewery Timothy Tamothy Slamothy Milk Stout Stout 5.8
This milk stout is rich, smooooth and chocolatey biscuity. It’s even better when slammed so grab everybody’s favourite Aussie 
chocolate biscuit and get slurping! How freakin’ yum! Show us how it’s done #MoonDogSlam BEER JERK AUSSIE BAR

Moon Dog Brewery Olida Bitta Haze, Eh? NEIPA IPA 6.5

Olida Bitta Haze, Eh? Well it’s all the bloody craze they say! Teaming up with world-renowned Canadian Brewery Collective Arts, 
we've taken the traditional spruce tip IPA and thrown an Aussie twang on it. Using the native Eucalyptus Olida (Strawberry Gum) we’ve 
brewed a NEIPA with a juicy berry flavour which melds with the apricot, citrus and papaya notes from the Idaho 7 hops. BEER JERK AUSSIE BAR

Behemoth Brewing Dreams of Green Hazy Double IPA Double IPA 8.5
Behemoth Brewing Born to Hop IPA IPA 6.5
Behemoth Brewing The Beatles of Belgium Black Doris Plum Belgian Farmhouse Ale Belgian Ale 6.8
Behemoth Brewing American Pie Blueberry, Cinnamon, Vanilla Ale Specialty 6.7
Behemoth Brewing Fresh Pots Coffee Imperial Porter with Flight Coffee Porter 9.5
Behemoth Brewing On Top Cherry Vanilla Imperial Milk Stout Imperial Stout 9.8

Black Dog Brew Co Riwaka Pilsner Pilsner Pilsner 5
Black Dog Brew Co Chew Barka IPA IPA 5.8

Black Dog Brew Co Salted Caramel Gose Gose Gose 4.2
An unfiltered, sour wheat beer with tart lemon and sour dough flavours. We added salt and specialty malts to give a caramel character 
before kettle souring and fermenting with an ale yeast. 

Black Dog Brew Co Rock 'n' Rolla IPA IPA 6.8

Brewed with Columbus, Mosaic and Citra hops, this West Coast IPA is brilliantly clear and sparkling in the glass with a Passionfruit & 
Nectarine/stone fruit aroma. Resinous on the palate with a pronounced grapefruit flavour, the finish has an assertive bitterness which 
builds in the mouth as you get through the pint 

Black Dog Brew Co THAI-PA IPA IPA 6

Black Dog Brew Co Bean Me Up Mocha Stout Stout 5.6

Brewed with Coffee and Wellington Chocolate Factory, this Imperial Stout is the coming together of three of Wellington's favourite 
goods - beer, coffee & chocolate. Smooth & creamy with a massive chocolate & coffee hit which hides its boozy strength, Bean Me Up 
will be sure to hit the spot! Best drunk slightly warmer than straight out of the tap - plan ahead and order it before you've finished your 
previous beer.

Black Rock Brewing The Rock American Pale Ale American Pale Ale 6.2 45
Black Rocks foundation Pale Ale  suped up this year with the new hop on the block -  SABRO. Complex fruity, citrus flavours of 
tangerine, coconut and tropical fruits.

Black Rock Brewing Haze Craze Hazy IIPA IIPA 7.4 55 Hazy fruit salad of Equanot, Simcoe, Citra and Amarillo

Black Rock Brewing Big Brut Brut IPA IPA 7.9 30 El Dorado, Mosaic, and Citra team up with Rice and Maize for a smooth, crisp, tropically dry IPA sensation.

Black Rock Brewing Cinnabomb Cinnamon & Vanilla Milk Stout Stout 7.4
NITRO Milk Stout steeped in Sri Lankan cinnamon and Heilala vanilla. A lusciously creamy indulgence,  reminiscent of your favourite 
Easter hot cross bun.

Black Rock Brewing RnR Rum n Raisin Milk Stout Stout 8.1
Lakeman loves a hopi ending and he hopes this hazy ipa may give you one with heady aromas  and flavours of stone fuit and tropical 
fruit.

Black Rock Brewing Midnight Express Coffee & Vanilla Milk Stout Stout 8 30 Coffee & Vanilla Milk Stout extravaganza - Espresso Martini anyone?

Black Rock Brewing Feijoa Sour Feijoa Sour Sour 4.4 13 Kettle soured Berliner with a generous infusion of puckering fresh feijoa.

Black Rock Brewing Sour Melons Watermelon Gose Gose 5.5 7 Salted Watermelon and Coriander Gose. A match made in sour heaven.

Black Rock Brewing The Old Oak Porter Oaked Porter Wood-aged Beer 7 14 Hefty malts combine to make this new Black Rock Porter Infused with scorched bourbon oak. A little sweet, a little smokey.

Black Rock Brewing Berrylicious Boysenberry Cider Cider 6.6 Lucious Boysenberry Cider bursting with Nelson's summer goodness.

Black Rock Brewing Mangolicious Mango & Coconut Cider Cider 6.7 Mango and Coconut Cider bringing the warm tropics home for winter.

Black Rock Brewing Xtra Pale XPA Pale Ale 6 38 Sessionable XPA hopped with the 3 American faves Centennial, Amarillo & Citra.

Boatrocker Brewers & Distillers Ramjet 2019 Whisky B.A. Imperial Stout Wood-aged Beer 11.5 Imperial Stout aged in STARWARD Whisky casks, notes of chocolate, coffee, whisky, oak and malt

Boatrocker Brewers & Distillers Nexus IPA IPA 7.7  A haze induced hopslam of Riwaka, Mosaic and Citra

Boatrocker Brewers & Distillers Apricot Wild Ale 2019 Fruited Wild Ale Lambic-style 6.5
Barrel fermented wild ale, racked onto fresh summer apricots for a further 2 months. Like biting into a ripe apricot, aromas of apricot 
skin, firm acidity and complex Brettanomyces aromas and flavours 

Boatrocker Brewers & Distillers Braeside Crown Cola 2019 Heaven Hill Bourbon B.A. Scotch Ale Wood-aged Beer 8.5
Scotch Ale aged in bourbon barrels for 12 months, notes of vanilla, coconut and UK malts. Just like a bourbon and coke, but in beer 
form!

Boatrocker Brewers & Distillers Miss Pinky Raspberry Berliner Weisse Berliner Weisse 3.5 250kg real raspberries added per 4000 L batch, giving this beer its pink hue and delicious raspberry aroma and flavour.

Boatrocker Brewers & Distillers Fat Santa Whisky B.A. Imperial Stout Wood-aged Beer 12.6
Imperial stout aged in STARWARD whisky casks then infused with coffee beans, vanilla beans and tonka beans. Decadent aromatics 
and flavours of vanilla, marzipan, coffee, chocolate and malt.
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Boneface Brewing Big Unit New England IIPA Double IPA 8.6 65 Big juicy tropical citrus flavours with a sweet lushes malt body backed up with some hardy bitterness 

Boneface Brewing The Unit NZIPA IPA 6 37 NZ Hopped IPA.  Tastes of grapefruit, passionfruit and spicy citrus, backed up with those hop aromas only found in Aotearoa.

Boneface Brewing Hoptron NZIPA IPA 5.5 35
A super fruity APA.  A light body and a medium bitterness, this beer tastes of citrus and stone fruit, Hoptron is a beer that will leave you 
refreshed…yet wanting more.  

Boneface Brewing Snaggle Tooth NZIPA IPA 7 55 A crisp clean malt body with notes of Grapefruit, Passion Fruit and hints of white wine characters all backed up with a light bitterness. 

Boneface Brewing Sabotage Double IPA Double IPA 8.3 65
This beast is an unfiltered mouthful of an IPA with big tropical fruit and citrus pith flavours and a smooth malt character. This is a beer 
that will sabotage your taste buds.

Boneface Brewing Darkness (Nitro) India Stout Stout 5.8 40
A special India Stout with the usual notes of chocolate and coffee yet it has a citrus kick. This is our normal darkness served with nitro 
for a more creamy texture and flavour.

Brew Moon Brewing Foggy Shores New England IPA IPA 7
NORTH AMERICA: Another hazy, juicy East Coast-style IPA. Citrus and tropical hop flavours are created through Mosaic, Citra and 
Amarillo, with strong fruity aromatics and a gentle, balancing bitterness.

Brew Moon Brewing The Mad Monk Russian Imperial Stout Imperial Stout 9
EUROPE: A Russian Imperial Stout that has spent the last 6 months in French Pinot Noir barrels. This oak-aged Stout has developed 
a savoury complexity but is still big and bold. 

Brew Moon Brewing Growler Ice Distilled Brown Ale Brown Ale 8

ANTARCTICA: Growler is (amongst other things) defined as a small iceberg. Which seemed a fitting name for this Brown Ale which 
has been intentionally frozen to extract about 50% of the liquid. This results in a brew which has twice the flavour concentration and 
alcohol of the Brown Ale from which it came.

Brew Moon Brewing Deepest Darkest Milk Stout Stout 7.5

AFRICA: Whilst Africa has pioneered a few beer styles itself, the focus and inspiration of this beer is the delicious cacao bean that 
comes from Africa's west coast. Cacao nibs have been added to this Milk Stout after fermentation, giving silky, sweet, chocolatey 
flavours.

Brew Moon Brewing Sendai Sunrise Japanese Lager Lager 4.5
ASIA: The easy-drinker of the bunch. A dry Japanese Lager accompanied by Lemondrop hops from the US, giving a clean, crisp, dry 
finish.

Brew Moon Brewing Antipodean Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.5
AUSTRALASIA: A hoppy, fruity Pale Ale brewed with NZ grown Hort 4337, and Australian grown Galaxy hops. Citrus and tropical fruit 
flavours and bursting with hop aromatics.

Brew Moon Brewing Ceviche Sour Chilli & Citrus Sour Sour 4
SOUTH AMERICA: A sour beer inspired by Peru's national dish. Fresh tart citrus character, some gentle saltiness from the Gose, and 
some zing brought about by a medley of chillies.

Brothers Beer Mantecore White IPA IPA 6
This beer has a delicate, bright, clean malt profile with malt and a touch of wheat - this is brewed with Southern Cross, Taiheke and 
Nelson Sauvin hops.

Brothers Beer 94116 Saison Saison 5.6

Brewed at our City Works Depot site, this is a true artisanal beer that is dry and quenching. Pilsner malt used to keep this beer crisp, 
clean and refreshing. Nelson Sauvin hops used gives this beer 'new world' white wine characteristics to show what the NZ farmhouse 
style can be.

Brothers Beer Shot Bro Coffee Stout Stout 5.1

Collaborative Coffee Stout. Back at the brewery, we set out to create the ultimate caffeine-spiked dark ale. We started with a 
sophisticated blend of roasted malts, then added a traditional english stout yeast. We added a dose of NZ Green Bullet Hops and 
freshly-ground Atomic Veloce Coffee. The resulting beer has nutty, bittersweet, caramel flavours, and a luxurious mouthfeel of fruity 
espresso cream.

Brothers Beer Hazy IPA Hazy IPA IPA 8.5
We neither added flour, fruit pectin or lactose nor skipped fining process to come this hazy IPA. This beer is a combination of stone 
fruits and grapefruit flavours and aromas with a punchy and piney hoppiness that has resulted in this super juicy Hazy IPA.

Brothers Beer Double IPA Double IPA Double IPA 8.2
We really double the IPA flavours with lots and lots of noble US Hops - Citra, Sabro and Loral. It shows  through with really punchy 
hoppiness with distinct tangerine, coconut, tropical fruit and stone fruit aromas and hints of cedar, mint and cream.

Brothers Beer Isle Of Dogs Porter Porter Porter 5.6

During these cooler, darker days and night the only thing to look forward to is a perfectly brewed London Porter. Our London Porter - 
Isle of Dogs, has been brewed to be light to dark brown in colour with ruby highlights, balanced with nine specialty malts that present a 
mild level of roasty notes and features bitter chocolate, toffee and caramel characters.

Brothers Beer Piha Strawberry Wheat Wheat Other 4.9
We have packed this 100% wheat beer with 40 kg of Strawberries into the brew - This has resulted in a nice well balanced wheat beer 
with a refreshing sweetness of the Strawberries.

Brothers Beer Piha Beer Salt Water Gose Gose Gose 4.3
Tart, refreshing and just a little salty, like licking your lips after your first mean bomb off the rocks. Our Salt Water Gose is perfect as 
you stretch out after a hard day’s relaxing.

Cassel's Brewing Co. Milk Stout Milk Stout Stout 5.2

Obsidian-black with a velvety, tan head, our Milk Stout is traditionally brewed with non-fermentable lactose sugar for a luscious, full-
bodied mouthfeel. Aromas of bittersweet chocolate, dried fruits, and bold coffee-and-cream flavours all descend on the senses, while 
soft roasted-malt bitterness keeps the sweetness in check.  Silver medal winner at the 2018 International Beer Awards, Bronze winner 
at the 2019 Dublin Craft Beer Cup, Silver winner at the 2018 Dublin Craft Beer Cup and Country Winner at the 2018 World Beer 
Awards.

Cassel's Brewing Co. American Pale Ale American Pale Ale American Pale Ale 5.4

This delightfully fruity, aromatic beer gets its lead from the abundance of fresh West Coast U.S.A. hops. A top-fermented ale style, the 
American Pale Ale beer is a recent addition to the Cassels Brewing Co collection. The tropical fruit salad and passion fruit flavours give 
way to a clean and light bitter finish.

Cassel's Brewing Co. Pale Ale Pale Ale Pale Ale 4.9

World-renowned Nelson Sauvin hops deliver brazen, grassy, citrus-fruit aromatics, with flavours of white-wine, juicy peach, and 
orange-rind. Pilsner and Vienna malts lend toasted, bready malt flavours, and hints of caramel sweetness. A touch of wheat softens 
the lengthy bitterness and crisp finish; creating a uniquely smooth, sessionable New Zealand pale ale. Gold winner at 2019 AIBA Beer 
Awards, Bronze winner at 2018 Dublin Craft Beer Cup.

Cassel's Brewing Co. Red IPA Red IPA IPA 6.6

Vibrant, copper-coloured, with ruby-red highlights, and a rich, tan head; our Red IPAs complexity is all too apparent. Prominent pine-
needle and citrus hop aromas, bold flavours of bitter-orange and grapefruit. The toffee-sweet, caramel malts and creamier mouthfeel 
balance beautifully amidst lingering bitterness, gentle alcoholic warmth, and a subtle, toasty aftertaste. Bronze winner at the 2019 
Dublin Beer Cup.

Cassel's Brewing Co. Dry Hopped Pilsner Pilsner Pilsner 5.3

Pouring brilliantly clear and pale golden; our Dry Hopped Pilsner exemplifies the finest in New Zealand ingredients. Motueka and 
Nelson Sauvin hops contribute juicy lime, sauvignon grape, and subtle juniper berry characters. The predominantly Pilsner malt-base 
provides a crisp body. Cracker-like flavours and sweetness, perfectly complimenting the firm, bitter finish and refreshingly dry mineral 
aftertaste.

Cassel's Brewing Co. Dunkel Dark Lager Lager 5.6

Bringing back one our old favourites as a special release, Dunkel is the German word for 'Dark' - this beer type indicates a traditional 
bavarian malty dark lager.  A sweet aroma combining caramel and chocolate.  The palate is smooth, creamy and gently carbonated 
with sweet, nutty, toasty and coffee flavours leading to a long dry finish. Won Trophy for Best in Class in 2013 at the NZ Brewers Guild 
Awards.

Cassel's Brewing Co. Miss Grapefruit Pale Ale Pale Ale 4.9 Cassels Miss Grapefruit is a fruity cask-conditioned pale ale, primed with fresh-squeezed grapefruit - delicious!

Cassel's Brewing Co. Hot Chocolate Milk Stout Stout 5.7
Cassels Hot Chocolate, with capsicum on the nose, initial heat from the chillies on the palate which sings softly initially before building 
to a crescendo, without getting too hot or loud to overpower - blends well with the smooth chocolatey character of the Milk Stout base.

Cassel's Brewing Co. Red Sea IPA IPA IPA 6.6
Cassels Red Sea IPA is our Red IPA racked into a cask with 6 fresh Bluff oysters added to the cask.  The oysters have added further 
richness to the RIPA due to their salty nature.

Cassel's Brewing Co. Rye Pilsner Pilsner Pilsner 5
The unique addition of rye brings an entirely new twist to this NZ-style pils.  Notably bready from the triple malts, our mix of hops 
combines the classic aroma and fruity profiles of local NZ hops.
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Cassel's Brewing Co. West Coast IPA IPA IPA 6.2

Our heavy-handed dry hopping of a comprehensive mix of West Coast U.S.A hops with only a touch of ale malt has created an 
aggressively hoppy brew.  With a hint of citrus and peppery pine flavours, the hop bitterness in this beer will wake up your tastebuds 
and pull you back for more.

Choice Bros. HAZY COSMIC JIVE Sick as Haze Juice IPA 7.2 40 Our most popular beer, this is a NEIPA collaboration with McLeods Brewery.  Pouring on NITRO for the first time ever!

Choice Bros. SHAKE IT! Chocolate Milkshake Stout 7.1 40 This Chocolate & Vanilla Milkshake Stout is a lush collaboration with Heyday Beer Co.  Pouring on NITRO!

Choice Bros. NAKED IN THE DARK Fruit Smoothie Specialty 5.5 30 Blueberry & Blackberry Smoothie Nitro Sour... fuck yeah. A sexy collaboration with Maiden Brewing Co. Pouring on NITRO!

Choice Bros. UNICORN Unicorn Rainbow Dust Witbier 4.5 30
A collaboration with Froth Technologies - NZ's first dedicated brewing yeast lab.  Showcasing their 'Unicorn' Wit strain brewed with 
Egyptian Chamomile, Indian Coriander and local orange juice. All NZ Yeast, Malt and Hops. Ride the white pony, baby!

Choice Bros. I'M AFRAID OF AMERICANS Love Juice IPA 6.5 55
We have been brewing this since way before Trump and all those other Trump beers.  We are OG Afraid of Americans*.  Our 
American West Coast IPA. (*Disclaimer* We are only afraid of the bad ones).

Choice Bros. STRUNG OUT ON LASERS Neon Discothèque Sour 3.4 14 A Raspberry & Lime Gosé with Himalayan Pink Rock Salt.  A classic Choice Bros beer - how could we not pour it!

Deep Creek Brewing Bluegrass Wild Imperial Porter Wood-aged Beer 8.4

From our Wildwood range of Barrel Aged wild ferment beers, Bluegrass is named after Kentucky, the Bluegrass state, for the Kentucky 
Bourbon Barrels that it spent 14 months ageing in. Beautifully smooth, with porter chocolate and coffee flavours, mixed with bourbon 
and vanilla from the barrel wood, finishing dry and refreshing.

Deep Creek Brewing Diep Kriek Lambic - Kriek Wood-aged Beer 6.5

Kriek means cherry. Diep means Deep. Diep Kriek is Deep Cherry, our expression of the traditional Belgian lambic style beer 
fermented on tart NZ cherries. A riot of flavours with complex dusky and earthy notes enhancing and supporting the cherry flavour and 
colour from the fruit it is brewed with. Dry on the finish.

Deep Creek Brewing Sensei - Hazy IPA New England IPA IPA 6.5
Soft, lush papaya and pineapple aroma and flavours from all New Zealand hops, on top of our juiciest malt base yet. Super smooth, 
velvety goodness. Limited release from our Haiku range of Hazy IPAs.

Deep Creek Brewing Lava Lava - Mango Raspberry Sour Berliner Weisse Berliner Weisse 4.5
A classic Berliner Weisse style sour with the addition of raspberry and mango pulp. Up front fruity tartness of raspberry balanced by a 
touch of mango sweetness. Crisp and clean on the palate. 

Deep Creek Brewing Neapolitan Stout Stout Stout 6
Chocolate and raspberry aroma with a hint of vanilla, this stout has a light body but is full and rich in flavour. We added 100% natural 
raspberry puree and the tartness of the fruit balances perfectly with the chocolate-vanilla base. 

Deep Creek Brewing Wisdom

Double Vision Brewing Smooth Operator Cream Ale Other 4.7 18
Smooth Operator Cream Ale is a 19th-century American style brew designed to keep you coming back for more, with a slight touch of 
whole bean vanilla and Gisborne’s finest honey. Think creamy, smooth and refreshing with a clean and zesty finish. 

Double Vision Brewing Red Rascal Red IPA IPA 6.3 53
A rascal lives in us all, sometimes big, sometimes small, though sometimes dormant, never extinct. �Our playful nature is something 
close to the core and too often forgotten. Go on, make a snowman, give it some devil horns, kick it over and make a snow angel!�

Double Vision Brewing Chillax XPA Pale Ale 5

A wise man once said “It’s Five O'Clock Somewhere.” A Nelson Sauvin/Simcoe duo bring fruity and piny notes with a bit of zing and 
some mellow, light malts to match.You just need to pull up a seat, kick your feet up after a hard day and Chillax. Meet your new mini-
holiday away from the Rat Race. Flavours: Light malt sweetness for the Nelson Sauvin and Simcoe hops to shine their zingy and fruity 
heads off.

Double Vision Brewing Naughty Hopper Double IPA Double IPA 8.9 72

Our US Hop based IIPA Packing a mouthful of resinous tropical fruit flavours, thanks to Simcoe, Amarillo and Mosaic hops. Get your 
lips around this naughty hopper if you can because it disappears… quick! These Rockstar hops are low in bitterness but high in juicy 
goodness. The naughtiness comes from its ability to sneak up on you but is endearing enough to bring home to mum. Late additions 
and awkward positions are what Naughty Hopper is all about!

Double Vision Brewing Juicy Two Shoes Hazy IPA IPA 6.2 England IPA is bringing the noise like Public Enemy!

Double Vision Brewing Old Bird Imperial Stout - Bourbon barrel aged Wood-aged Beer 13 20

Double Vision Brewing Magic Bean Stout- NITRO Irish Coffee Stout Stout 5.8

Imagine the most beautiful milk stout in all the land. Now make it with enough flavour for giants: Infuse it with cacao, Flight Coffee and 
vanilla beans, then cross it with a kick of a Thomson Manuka White Whisky. This isn't your fairy godmother’s homebrew. This magical 
tincture is our Magic Bean Stout – a treat for your palate and your belly.

Double Vision Brewing Beervana Festival Beer Forrest Berry Berliner Weisse Berliner Weisse 3.5 Stay tuned!

Double Vision Brewing Canna'Beer DPA' Dank Pale Ale Specialty 5

Duncan's Brewing Beach Party Hazy IPA IPA 6.2 A big, juicy, hazy, IPA. Brewed with mango, passion-fruit, pineapple, and a literal bucket load of Mosaic and Citra hops.

Duncan's Brewing Raspberry Ripple (Nitro) Ice Cream Sour Sour 5
A rare sour beer to come out of Duncan’s, and an odd one at that. This is a dessert style sour, brewed with vanilla and lactose sugar to 
give a slight sweetness to the delicious tartness of raspberries. 

Duncan's Brewing Orange Blossom Brut Imperial Pilsner Pilsner 7
Super dry and crisp. This brut style imperial pilsner is brewed with orange blossom water,  light pilsner malt and Mandarina Bavaria 
hops, creating a floral orange champagne style beer.

Duncan's Brewing Candy Floss Pale Ale Pale Ale Pale Ale 4.8
Inspired by our pillowy pink childhood favourite. This beer is brewed with El Dorado hops to give a sugar like aroma and flavour, with 
just a touch of raspberry.  

Duncan's Brewing Coco Husk Stout Chocolate Stout Stout 6.1 Infused with cocoa husks, a by product of the chocolate making process, this stout possesses rich, deep flavour and aroma.

Duncan's Brewing Bourbon Barrel-Aged Stout II Imperial Stout Wood-aged Beer 12.4

A Beervana 2018 crowd favourite, we’ve bought it back in its second edition. Limited release, with only two barrels produced! Bigger 
than last years beer! This luxurious Imperial Stout is aged in bourbon barrels, imparting notes of vanilla, chocolate and port. Get in 
quick.

Duncan's Brewing The Quad (Hand Pull) Irish Milk Stout Stout 4

A roasty toasty traditional Irish Stout, sweetened with milk sugar. The Quad has full body and a creamy taste. At 4% it’s an easy and 
comforting drink on a cold winter’s day. This beer is brewed in memory of Duncan’s resident good boy, brewery dog Quad. Proceeds 
from the sale of this beer will be donated to New Zealand Land Search and Rescue Dogs. Woof!

Duncan's Brewing Juniper IPA Juniper IPA IPA 7 A staple and fan favourite of the Duncan’s line up, this IPA is brewed with juniper berries which delivers hints of pine and citrus aroma and flavour. If you love gin this is your beer, and if you’re not a gin fan you just might be surprised. 

Emerson's Brewery Orange Roughy Hazy Tropical Pale Ale Pale Ale 4.2 Hazy Session Tropical Pale Ale

Emerson's Brewery Colloidal Haze Hazy IPA IPA 7.2 Hazy, Big, Rich and bloody tasty

Emerson's Brewery Hazed & Confused Hazy IPA IPA 5.8

A hallucinatory, mind-bending, consciousness-expanding, dream like experience is not what you'll find in this can. It's just a beer, man. 
But, this cloudy IPA does have a gnarly hit of Riwaka, Simcoe and Mosaic hops, with a tropical citrus flavour, and a totally piney finish. 
At least it's a trip for your taste buds. Far out.

Emerson's Brewery American Graffiti Classic American IPA IPA 5.8 Classic American IPA, choker full of American Hops

Emerson's Brewery Mexicoco Chocolate Chilli Porter Specialty 8

We included both raw and roasted cocoa beans from the Otago Chocolate Company, crushed and included in the mash as well as 
during the conditioning phase. To balance out the chocolate we threw in a lot of whole red chilies. This adds a nice warming heat and 
the vanilla pods and cinnamon add a subtle spice in the background.

Emerson's Brewery Phantom Lord Hopped Stout Stout 5.8
It displays all the classic stout, characteristics. Black as tar, opulent roast and chocolate notes yet hopped in the way we would hop an 
American Style Pale Ale.

Emerson's Brewery Gin Dog Chardonnay/Gin Barrel Aged Bird Dog IPA Wood-aged Beer 8.7
A collab with Mt Difficulty Wine, Cardrona Distillery and Emerson's - Bird Dog aged in wine barrels which have had gin in them! What 
more could you want
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Emerson's Brewery Big Dog Bourbon Barrel Aged Bird Dog Imperial IPA Wood-aged Beer 9
We've taken our Bird Dog IPA and doubled the hop load, and used cryo versions of the hops and aged it in Cardrona Distillery 
Bourbon Barrels . At 9% it packs quite a punch. Unfiltered to maintain all its hoppy goodness!

Emerson's Brewery Albared Up Salted Whisky Caramel Milk Stout Stout 6.5

Salted caramel whisky milk stout - This naughty little milk stout has been aged on American oak staves that have been soaking in 
Albar's famous salted caramel whisky, along with vanilla pods and a late addition of Himalayan rock salt. "A good stiff drink for after a 
long hard day"

Emerson's Brewery Funky Jucifer Brett Sour IPA Sour 7
A sour, hazy juicy mess of an IPA. Sinful, using mosaic, citra and simcoe hops then put into a Brett infected barrel - what could 
possible go wrong

Emerson's Brewery Bretted Porter Porter Porter 6 Classic London Porter aged in Brett infected wine barrels

Emerson's Brewery Identity Crisis Chardonnay Barrel Aged Saison Wood-aged Beer 8 Traditional Saison aged in Wither Hills Chardonnay Barrels

Epic Beer Epic Hop Zombie Double IPA Double IPA 8.5 90 Passionfruit, ripe mango, pink guava, very pale colour.

Epic Beer Epic Tank Sample Hazy IPA IPA 6.6 25 It's hazy, it's juicy. Very low bitterness and with the use of the cryo Citra hops. It has a wonderful citrus twist to the flavour

Epic Beer Epic Thunder APA American Pale Ale 5.8 35
The flavour is driven by the subtropical fruits (including passionfruit & mango) from the Mosaic hops. There is a fun level of darkness. 
Massive hop flavour is matched to a subtle level of bitterness,

Epic Beer Epic Gin Boss International IPA 6.2 40

The aroma is a bit of a surprise as it isn’t punchy with tropical fruity hops as it hasn't been dry-hopped at all. It’s fresh, bright and zesty. 
The Mandarina Hops have a wonderful orangey citrus note, like mandarins, which are complemented with the intensity of Cardamom, 
and the  earthy resinous backbone of the Juniper.

Epic Beer Epic IPA On A Stick West Coast IPA IPA 6.7 35
Epic Beer Epically Fiercely Intolerant Imperial Stout Imperial Stout 12 30
Epic Beer Epic XXL Triple IPA IPA 14 120
Epic Beer Epic Shotgun Extra Pale Ale Pale Ale 4.8 21

Fork Brewing Golden Handshake German Style Pilsner Pilsner 5.2
After a hard day touching base and working the room you've earned a cold slug of this subtle German Pilsner with floral and 
herbaceous bitterness derived from Perle and Saphir hops.

Fork Brewing Tainted Love Passionfruit & Juniper Sour Sour 6.5
This luscious passionfruit and juniper mix uses wheat and pilsner malts soured with yoghurt bacteria to facilitate any and all after-work 
team-building exercises.

Fork Brewing Alpha Geek American IPA IPA 6.5
Bean counters be damned, we laced this American-style hop crusher with Simcoe, Amarillo, Centennial, Sorachi Ace, Chinook and 
more especially for you.

Fork Brewing Hyperlocal IPA IPA 5.9
Think global, act local is the kind of conventional wisdom that’s really thinking outside the box. Take on the world with this Kiwi 
dominant, award-winning showdown of Riwaka and Nelson Sauvin.

Fork Brewing Deuce NZIPA IPA 7.2
Deep Creek/Fork Brewcorp Colab. WINNER - SMITH'S QUEENSTOWN NZ IPA CHALLENGE 2019'. Initial sweetness gives way to 
big flavours of blood orange, lime and grapefruit. A pleasant bitterness throughout with a citrus oil-like bitterness to linger.

Fork Brewing Feature Creep Imperial IPA Double IPA 8.5 Bean counters be damned! A big and bold hop flavour balances beautifully with a lean malt base adding incredibly to its drink-ability.

Fork Brewing Downsizer Little Lager Lager 3 Fork Brewcorp Downsizer — A little Lager at 3% abv. Understated in alcohol, not flavour.

Fork Brewing Forkwit Soured Wit Sour 5 Soured Wit with grilled lemons

Fork Brewing Vladislav Belgian Imperial Sweet Stout Imperial Stout 7.2

Rich, syrupy sweetness initially dominates the mouth, followed by a light, slightly tannic mid-palate to balance. Finishes with notes of 
dates, light treacle, dark malt acidity and a cool, clean ester profile on the swallow. Surprisingly drinkable for a sweet beer! (Yes, even 
the brewer was surprised!!)

Fork Brewing Captain Obvious West Coast American IPA IPA 6.5
Brewed for the annual West Coast IPA Challenge, this classic reimagining of the style is packed full of Citra, Mosaic, Galaxy, Simcoe 
and the experimental 035 hop.

Fork Brewing The Aronia Syndrome Berried Sour Sour 6
A tart, deep crimson, berry-filled delight crammed with Aronia (Chokeberry) juice, and pureed raspberries, boysenberries and 
blueberries.

Fork Brewing Brux Loop Unfiltered Brett IPA IPA 8
Letting the fruit-forward Brettanomyces bruxellensis work its magic in an IPA generously dry-hopped with Azacca and Michigan 
Copper hops just makes sense! Sip, savour, sip again... #bruxloop

Fortune Favours The Sunchaser Blueberry Cider Cider Cider 4.7 Freshly crushed Pacific Rose , Fuji and Royal Gala Apples combine with juicy Blueberries. Crisp flavour with a medium finish.

Fortune Favours The Wellingtonian NZIPA NZIPA IPA 6
Designed to be light and aromatic with a minimal malt base packed with NZ hops. Wai'iti (low alpha hop - more hop and less 
bitterness). NZ grown Chinook hops (Punchy flavoursome hop).

Fortune Favours The Adventurer - Green Bullet Pilsner Pilsner Pilsner 5

For those seeking a refreshing pilsner, something more than mainstream but without getting too carried away. Perfect for a hot day on 
the deck. The Green Bullet hop has long been associated with one of the big boys iconic beers, this has meant it has been, mostly 
overlooked by craft brewers. Fortune Favours is hijacking the Green Bullet and giving you a fresh look at this hop and the greatness it 
holds.

Fortune Favours The Naturalist - Unfiltered Pale Ale Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.3
The Naturalist perfectly balances and lends itself to multiple pints. Expect citrus flavours from generous hopping which gives orange 
marmalade, sherbet and a little white pepper spiciness to boot!

Fortune Favours MMXIX Imperial Stout Imperial Stout Imperial Stout 9

Bourbon Vanilla Imperial Porter. Four words and all of them DELICIOUS. This year's Fortune Favours' Anniversary beer is big, dark, 
oaky and vanilla. This batch is released only a little each year so we get some good age as time goes by. Cheers to Aidan Jones who 
collaborated on this beer with us after his version won champion ale at SOBA's National Homebrew Competition.

Fortune Favours The Drifter West Coast IPA IPA IPA 6.9

Combining a brand new NZ hop, Hop #4337, and Comet from the US to produce a big, juicy, resinous West Coast IPA. Big grapefruit 
and pine aromas are backed up by juicy grapefruit and the classic resinous pine flavours synonymous with this style of beer and 
finishing with a thirst quenching bitterness. Despite the crystal clear appearance this beer has not been filtered and therefore 
showcases the full amount of hoppy goodness expected from a good WCIPA.

Fortune Favours The Unruly Tourist Hazy IPA Hazy IPA IPA 6

The Unruly Tourist looks, smells and tastes nothing like who it was named for, NZ's infamous unruly tourist family. We pushed our 
mash tun and our patience to the limits to squeeze out as much body and haze as possible to produce this silky smooth IPA. El 
Dorado and Lotus hops produce enticing aromas of tropical fruits, citrus and maybe even a hint of vanilla. Sweet and fruity flavours are 
the driving force of this beer delivered upon a soft cushiony mouth feel. Most importantly it's Hazy! 

Fortune Favours Squid Ink Lager Lager Lager 5

A dark lager that's clean and sessionable with subtle chocolate and roast notes. We brewed this beer in collaboration with the 
Wellington Tattoo Convention and Craigy Lee from Union Tattoo. It isn't just a clever name we did use some squid ink in there too ;-) 
Come and get some ink!

Fortune Favours The Barbarian Brut IPA IPA IPA 6.5
Expect intense hop flavour and aroma with little maltiness. This Brut IPA is a lesson in Nelson Sauvin; the NZ Hop that has taken the 
craft beer world by storm. It's a barbaric hop smack in the face!

Funk Estate Fuzzy Navel Peach and OJ Sour Ale Sour 5
Brewed In collaboration with The Lucky Kernel and Little Beer Quarter. A lovely little kettle sour jazzed up with Peach and Orange 
Juice. If you've ever had a Fuzzy Navel cocktail, this is 100 times better. 

Funk Estate Jungle Boogie Blood Orange Sour Sour 5.3
Our flagship! A sour ale boasting a heap of citrus and blood orange character. Refreshing year round, but especially in the warmer 
months.
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Funk Estate B-Boy Mango Tea Sour Sour 5
A collaboration with our friends at Webster's Tea in Tauranga. Brewed for GABS 2019. We used Webster's Mango Rooibos blend to 
give this sour a big mango flavour, followed by some earthy rooibos notes. 

Funk Estate Purple Rain Blackcurrant Cider Cider 4.5 Purple Rain is our smashable, medium sweet cider. It's a solid apple base, zinged up with the addition of heaps of blackcurrant. 

Funk Estate Afrogato Coffee Vanilla Almond Stout Stout 7

We've been making this beer for a good 4 years now. First made for GABS 2015, it's a 7% stout with a robust roasty base. We then 
add local Tauranga roaster Fixation's house coffee blend alongside some vanilla and almond to imitate one of our favourite desserts, 
the Affogato. 

Funk Estate Super Fly NZ IPA IPA 7 55
A juicy, hazy NZ IPA hopped with Freestyle Farms Nelson Sauvin, Waimea among others and sitting at 7% with a big citrus, tropical 
fruit hop character. 

Funk Estate Mothership Grapefruit APA American Pale Ale 5 40 Our classic APA with a twist. Now hopped with Mosaic AND it also receives a big grapefruit addition. 

Funk Estate Trail Blazing Hoppy Red Ale Amber Ale 5.5 45
Brewed in collaboration with Pomeroy's Pub in Christchurch, we were chasing that piney hop character to go along with a lovely red 
base and a slightly fruity yeast.

Funk Estate Bad Mama Jama Double IPA Double IPA 8 70
Our NZ hopped IPA. This batch was hopped with Nelson, Rakau and Cascade and fermented with new NZ yeast company Froth's 
'Buddy' strain.

Garage Project Watermelon & Strawberry Hot Summer Streets Slushie Fruit Sour Slushie Specialty 5 Fruited Sour Slushie, made with Wild Workshop barrel aged sour beer and real Watermelon and Strawberry purée.

Garage Project Mango & Peach Hot Summer Streets Slushie Fruit Sour Slushie Specialty 5 Fruited Sour Slushie, made with Wild Workshop barrel aged sour beer and real Mango and Peach purée.

Garage Project Kiwi & Honeydew Melon Hot Summer Streets Slushie Fruit Sour Slushie Specialty 5 Fruited Sour Slushie, made with Wild Workshop barrel aged sour beer and real Kiwi & Honey Dew Melon purée.

Garage Project Cosmic Candy Easy Drinking Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.4
Easy drinking golden pale ale, dry hopped with new Sabro hops, a touch of Galaxy and a liberal dose of specially imported Euro disco 
glitter.

Garage Project Half a Brain - Pineapple Sour Blend Other 6.8 Wild Workshop barrel aged sour beer, infused with pineapple and topped with a specially brewed dense coconut foam.

Garage Project 4 to the Floor IPA IPA 7 West Coast style IPA brewed with a well balanced malt character and a heavy dose of Centennial, Ekuanot, Citra and Simcoe.

Garage Project Super Fresh Hazy Double IPA Double IPA 9.8 Juicy East Coast style hazy double IPA, brewed with barley, oats and rye and dry hopped with Citra, Strata, Riwaka & Vic Secret.

Garage Project Super Deluxe Bourbon Barrel Dessert Stout Imperial Stout 12.5 Rich, decadent Dessert Stout, rested in bourbon barrels and infused with organic bananas.

Good George Good George IPA IPA IPA 5.8 49
Inspired by the heady, spicy lemon aroma of fresh German hops. Rich malty sweetness perfectly balanced with hoppy, mouth-coating 
bitterness makes this drop magically moreish. 

Good George Black IPA Black IPA IPA 6.2 60

An IPA that is slightly black due to some roast malts used in the brew. It is double dry hopped with a healthy amount of US hops. It has 
a slight Roast profile on the palate with big citrus and pine notes on the Aroma. At 60 IBU’s it had a good bitterness level to give a 
great finish.

Good George Mango Smoothie IPA IPA IPA 5.8 30

Good George Fruits of the Forest Sour Sour Sour 4.5 10

We soured this beer overnight in the kettle and then fermented the beer out before racking onto a 300 kg cocktail of macerated 
blueberry, raspberry and blackberry. Matured for two weeks to absorb all the fruit flavor and then carefully packaged into kegs with a 
lively carbonation. It’s a great intro into sour beers having the sourness well balanced with sweetness. Really refreshing and a full fruity 
flavour.

Good George Doris Plum Cider Cider Cider 4.5
All the GOODness of apple cider married up with locally sourced Doris Plums. Hints of plum & fruit, with sweet & sour taste, makes this 
one dangerously refreshing.

Good George Toffee Apple Cider Cider Cider 4.5

Ground Up Brewing Punks in the barrel Barrel aged Brett IPA IPA 8 30
We've taken our favourite NZ IPA, and conditioned it alongside Brettanomyces bruxellensis in freshly cleaned french oak barrels from 
local Central Otago winemakers. 

Ground Up Brewing Punks in the gym NZ IPA IPA 6.8 55
Our favourite and most sought after IPA is a riot of colour and flavour, showcasing our pick of the New Zealand hop harvest.  With 
Rakau, Waimea, Nelson Sauvin and Riwaka.

Ground Up Brewing Polar Circus Tropical pale ale American Pale Ale 5 25
Fresh, thirst quenching enjoyment. Really this little number is an American Wheat, which has a high proportion of wheat in the grain 
bill, but fermented with an east coast strain of yeast, giving clean, fruity crushability. Double dry hopped with Mosaic and Centennial. 

Ground Up Brewing Industry of cool NZ IPA IPA 6.3 25
Made soft with the addition of Malted oats and Golden Promise, brings 'Industry of cool' a bright juiciness to the biotransformed New 
Zealand hops. Featuring HORT4337, Waimea, Nelson Sauvin and Wakatu.

Ground Up Brewing The Fifth Voyage Coconut Porter Porter 6.5 Organic Sri Lankan Coconut threads, Cocao husks and Vanilla. Dessert beer. Served on NITRO!!

Ground Up Brewing Superjam Blueberry, cinnamon and raspberry milk stout Stout 6.5 20 60 kg of blueberry puree, mountains of cinnamon, and a motherload of raspberry puree. God Damn! Served on NITRO!

Ground Up Brewing Acid Raindrops Mango Lassi sour Sour 4.2 80 kg of pure Alphonso Mango puree, pink Himalayan salt and a splash of turmeric. A sour for the people!

Ground Up Brewing Righteous IPA IPA 5.6 35
Dank and sticky, but light and refreshing. Righteous brings cross border chaos to your glass.  Featuring Simcoe, Ekuanot, Waimea 
and Rakau.

Ground Up Brewing The Crux Futuristic Pilsner Pilsner 5 25
Bohemian pilsner malt brings a touch of tradition to a vigorously hopped and futuristic pilsner. Featuring Bravo, Moutere, Motueka and 
Amarillo.

Harrington's Breweries Rogue Hop Pilsner Pilsner 5
This NZ Pilsner comes alive when our enthusiastic brewers unleash the 'rogue hop' into the kettle; cutting loose gooseberry flavors and 
a squeaky clean finish that's as fresh as a dip at the Waimak' Gorge.

Harrington's Breweries Spartacuz Rye IPA IPA 6.5

Blood, sweat and oily chests. This beer doesn't taste like any of that, bro. The Gladiator malt sweetness balances out the dark 
spiciness of the rye malts for maximus flavour. The Nelson Sauvin hops gives the USA cascade hop oil a Kiwi twist to produce a 
chocolate malt and piney citrus taste bud uprising that will storm your oral coliseum. We believe that after your first sip... you may cry, 
"This is Sparta"... ay, cuz.

Harrington's Breweries Ngahere Gold NZ Pilsner Pilsner 7.2
A bracingly strong drop, a local favourite, was the first commercial Helle Bock born in NZ. It's a German style lager, characterised by 
high strength, sweet malt flavours and full body, with the Nelson Sauvin hops putting subtle gooseberry tones against the grains.

Harrington's Breweries The Yandak American Pale Ale American Pale Ale 4.7
Our brewers hammered hop combos and remeasured malt mixes to work the APA recipe down to the essence of this great New World 
beer. style. The result? A flag-waving beacon of an American ale with a fist-pumping mix of citrus and floral American hops.

Harrington's Breweries Wobbly Boot Porter English Porter Porter 5
Our English Porter has a strong black malt edge and big melt-in-your-mouth flavours of dark chocolate and sweet crystal malts. 
Smooth and rich, it's more than a tad drinkable.

Fierce Beer Peachy Fuzz New England IPA IPA 5

This New England style IPA has a classic low bitterness and a full velvety mouthfeel. We stuck to a classic malt bill with loads of flaked 
oats rammed in whirlpool hops for a fruity flavour. We used a London Ale yeast strain and packed in a stupid amount of dry hops and a 
wee bit of peach puree. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Fierce Beer Heavy on the Bourbon Bourbon Barrel Aged Wee Heavy Wood Aged Beer 9
With our friends at Fallen Brewing we decided to make this big Scottish hug of a beer and just in time for St. Andrews Day! Heavy on 
The Bourbon is a 9% ABV Barrel Aged Wee Heavy, smooth, silky and warming to keep you cosy in the winter months! INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Fierce Beer Bear Essentials Barley Wine Barleywine 13
This is a BIG beer. An English style Barley Wine that has had truckloads of raspberries and a touch of vanilla added, and then has 
been lightly oaked. Fruity and smooth but with a sturdy malt backbone. A big beery Bosie (Welsh: Cwtch; English: Hug). INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Fierce Beer Very Big Moose Imperial Chocolate Stout Imperial Stout 12
This is the original Very Big Moose Imperial Stout, a beer that has won many global beer awards. Huge cacao and vanilla with a touch 
of cinnamon. Viscous, warming and altogether pretty amazing! Moose don’t get much better than this. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL
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Fierce Beer Cafe Racer Coffee Vanilla Porter Porter 6.5

Café Racer is a dark roasted coffee and vanilla porter with a hint of danger. A nod to the speed-crazed bikers who risked life and limb 
to race from one greasy spoon café to the next – dark as your favourite leathers, smooth as a Triumph Bonneville and crazy as going 
ton-up and heading for the hairpin. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Fierce Beer Very Berry Sour Ale w/ Berries Sour 4.5 10
A tart ale packed with a super group of seasonal berries. With sweet notes of raspberry, blackberry and blackcurrant that balance off a 
puckering sour punch, this is a beer with the ROAR levels turned up to 11, so let’s get jammin’! INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Fierce Beer Cranachan Killer Raspberry and Toasted Oatmeal pale Pale Ale 5.5 25
Cranachan is a traditional Scottish dessert made from raspberries, honey, toasted oats and cream. We love it. So, we made an 
oatmeal pale ale and smashed it with enough local berries to feed a clan of hungry Highlanders. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Fierce Beer Late Shift IPA IPA 6.5 21.1
What we wanted from this IPA was something really smooth. To our soft  water profile we added late hops for flavour and aroma, and 
left bitterness back home watching TV. Smooth as your favourite DJ effortlessly mixing beats during the late night set. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Thornbridge Brewery Green Mountain Hazy Session IPA IPA 4.3
A beautiful hazy Vermont Session IPA. We generously dry hop with Galaxy, Mosaic, Citra and Amarillo hops, creating a hugely 
aromatic and juicy fruit bomb. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Thornbridge Brewery Jaipur IPA IPA 5.9
A citrus dominated India Pale Ale, its immediate impression is soft and smooth yet builds to a crescendo of massive hoppiness 
accentuated by honey. An enduring, bitter finish. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Thornbridge Brewery Kuba Mojito Sour Sour 4.5 Kuba is a fun and zesty beer, it has all the flavour of a Mojito combined with a lip-smacking sour. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL
Thornbridge Brewery Lukas Helles Lager Lager 4.2 Light gold in colour. Lukas is a crisp, Bavarian style Helles Lager brewed with Hallertauer. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Thornbridge Brewery Strawberry Lucaria Ice Cream Porter Porter 4.5
A lower abv twist on our ice cream porter and with the addition of sweet strawberries into the brew giving that Neapolitan flavour we all 
need. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Thornbridge Brewery Halcyon Imperial IPA Double IPA 7.4
Rich fruit and hop character in the aroma. Chewy, juicy malts and intense hoppiness coming through in the mouth with a hint of 
tangerine and pear drops. Ends with a well-balanced bitterness. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Thornbridge Brewery Cocoa Wonderland Chocolate Porter Porter 6.8
A full bodied, robust porter with natural mocha malt flavours from the complex malt grist, complementing the decadent additions of real 
chocolate to the maturation process. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Tiny Rebel Brewing Rhubarb & Custard Sour Sour Ale w/ Rhubarb Sour 4 10 The sharp tang of rhubarb gets a big boost in a sour beer, but it's mellowed out nicely by the sweet, creamy, vanilla custard notes. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Tiny Rebel Brewing Imperial Salted Caramel Stay Puft Marshmallow Porter Imperial Marshmallow Porter Other 9 28
Once again we've messed about with our classic Marshmallow Porter, Stay Puft. We've covered this brew with layers of Salted 
Caramel to add to the sweet, roasty flavours and upped the ABV to 9% INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Tiny Rebel Brewing Clwb Tropicana Tropical IPA IPA IPA 5.5 40

This grown up fruit salad is as colourful as the most hideous Hawaiian shirt you’ve ever seen. It’s super juicy and crammed full of fruity 
hop flavours that will have your mouth watering. Imagine sitting by the pool in the blazing sun with a cocktail in one hand, but instead 
of a dainty little glass it’s served by the pint! Packed full of American hops, amplified by Peach, Passionfruit, Pineapple and Mango 
flavours! INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Tiny Rebel Brewing Peaches and Cream Peach IPA IPA w/ Peaches IPA 5.5 60
Does exactly what it says on the tin! Peach flavours from, you guessed it, peaches! The cream comes from sweet, smooth lactose and 
the IPA from the bucket loads of Citra, Mosaic and Simcoe that compliment the sweet fruit flavours. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Tiny Rebel Brewing Cali Juicy Pale Ale Pale Ale Pale Ale 5 30
The successor to our long time favourite Cali, but with the juice dialed right up. A beer suitable for sitting on the beach in the 
Californian sun, this juicy pale ale plays on classic tropical and pine flavours, with a relaxed mango twist. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Tiny Rebel Brewing Cwtch Welsh Red Ale Red Ale Other 4.6 50

Probably the best word ever. Cwtch (rhymes with butch) can mean either cuddle or cubbyhole. Grab a glass, relax and cwtch up with 
this untraditional Welsh red ale - a perfect blend of six caramelly malts and three citrusy American hops. It isn't your average bitter - 
the hops do more to this deep amber coloured beer than just provide bite. Any old hop can do that! We’ve selected some of the most 
aromatic and tangy hops from the other side of the pond to give this red a fresh hit that complements the caramel flavours of the malts 
that gives this beer its colour. Drinkability and balance makes this beer. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Tiny Rebel Brewing Denali Milkshake IPA Milkshake IPA IPA 4.2

The 6th in our single hopped milkshake series, following on from Citra, Mosaic, Nelson Sauvin, Strawberry and El Dorado. We're 
getting pretty good at these now! We had a play around with Denali in February and made an awesome cask IPA that went down a 
storm, so what better to do than keg it up with a lovely smooth bit of lactose. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Tiny Rebel Brewing Easy Livin' Pale Ale IPA IPA 4.3 The weather may be damp and wet...At least Easy Livin' always bring sunshine and smiles! INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL
Tiny Rebel x Liberty Rebel Juice Hazy IPA IPA 6.5 COLLABORATION WITH LIBERTY BREWING CO. INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Fierce Beer x Epic Epicly Fiercely Intolerant. Imperial Stout Imperial Stout 12
COLLABORATION WITH EPIC BEER. The beer is a big delicious smooth round sweet and roasty Imperial Stout with a deceivingly 
hidden 12% abv. You should probably take your  time with this one, but it is just a little too easy to drink INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Thornbridge x Fork Brewcorp Imperial Kipling Imperial Pale Ale Pale Ale 8 COLLABORATION WITH FORK BREWING INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL

Heyday Brewing Dahlia Mexican Lager Lager 5

Inspired by the flavours of Mexico and designed to pair with the Harraways Harr-os Mexican Salsa Oat Bites. A very light amber colour 
using Gladfield Light lager, malted maize and Supernova malts. The hop bitterness is assertive and super drinkable. You should drink 
this on the beach with a wedge of lime and a bag of spicy oat bites. 

Heyday Brewing Cassia Thai Saison Saison 7

Inspired by the flavours of Thailand and designed to pair with the Harraways Harr-os Thai Sweet Chilli Pumpkin Oat Bites. With 
premium light pilsner malt & a subtle touch of rye. Lime leaves, toasted coriander, fresh Thai basil and the experimental hop #07270 
added into the whirlpool. In secondary post fermentation, toasted coconut threads, fresh squeezed lime juice and Sorachi Ace hops 
were added. There is a lot going on with this beer but everything is in its place.

Heyday Brewing Saffron IPA IPA 6.5

Inspired by the flavours of India and designed to pair with Harraways Harr-os Indian Spice Oat Bites. A traditional IPA until the addition 
of toasted coriander, fresh curry leaves and turmeric to the whirlpool along with Bavaria Mandarina Hops. Dry hopped with US 
Cascade and Citra hops. 

Heyday Brewing Underwater City Cola Stout Stout 6.5

Inspired by the Black Russian; a classic cocktail featuring coffee liqueur, vodka and cola. Built w/ these flavours in mind & teaming up 
with Six Barrel Soda & their delicious Cola Six Syrup. The special blend of dark malts adds rich chocolate & roasted coffee notes. It 
hits all the right notes for a perfect winter warmer.

Heyday Brewing Dynasty Yuzu Citra Sour Sour 4.5
Dynasty is a juicy, crisp and tart beverage. The yuzu and Citra dry hop join forces to create a beautiful explosion of refreshing citrus 
notes.

Heyday Brewing New Wave NEIPA IPA 6.5
The fifth in our 'wave series' of NE IPA's is 'New Wave' featuring Amarillo and experimental hop blend Falconers flight which offers 
lemon and light citrus tastes. We have kept out the lactose on this one making it slightly drier than our usual hazy. 

Hop Federation Brewery The Experimentals - Pilsner 9909 NZ Pilsner Pilsner 5.2
Using the new Trial Hops from NZ Hops, HORT9909 was added at Whirlpool and Dry Hop. With hints of Pine and Citrus, this is an 
easy drinking mellow Pilsner.

Hop Federation Brewery The Experimentals - APA 4337 Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.5
Using the new Trial Hops from NZ Hops, HORT4337 was added at Whirlpool and Dry Hop. With hints of Pineapple, Passionfruit, and 
Stone fruits Pine and Citrus, this is another easy drinking Pale Ale.

Hop Federation Brewery The Experimentals - Boysenberry Stout Stout Stout 6 Part of our Experimentals, We've added Boysenberries at the end of fermentation, to give a soft beery flavour to round out this stout.

Hop Federation Brewery Velocity West Coast IPA IPA 7.2 20
This years entry into Malthouse's West Coast IPA Challenge. Citra, Mosaic and Nelson Sauvin, on the nose and palette, keeps it 
flavoursome without the bitterness!!

Hop Federation Brewery Freestyler Hazy IPA IPA 6.3 Our second edition to our Haze Phase range. A brand new blend from Freestyle Hops, Good nose, good flavour, good blend!

JuiceHead Beer Cascade Chaos Black IPA IPA 6.2 62
US and NZ Cascade hops have been brought together to create a chaotic cocktail of pine and spicy citrus laced through a deceptively 
balanced malt base.

JuiceHead Beer Detonator Pale Ale Pale Ale 5 A hop forward, juicy beer, packing an intense tropical aroma and an intense grapefruit hit from a winning combo of U.S. and Kiwi hops.



BREWERY NAME NAME DESCRIPTION STYLE ABV IBU TASTING NOTES THEMED BAR?

JuiceHead Beer Fallout Double IPA Double IPA 8 80
Batten down the hatches as unrelenting pine and citrus dominate your palate with the force of an atomic blast. When the dust settles, 
this Cryo-hopped leviathan of an IPA will make nuclear winter feel like a cold snap in spring.

JuiceHead Beer Renegade Dry-hopped Lager Lager 4.7 18
Breaking the mold by bringing it back to basics, sometimes the simplest things stand out the most. Simple, refreshing and delicious. 
Originally designed for our good friends at Rogue Burger.

JuiceHead Beer Velvet Skies Hibiscus & Lemon Verbena Sour Sour 4.5
We decided to take the delicate flavours of hibiscus flower & lemon verbena, smash 'em into a sour & call it Velvet Skies. No 
questions.

Kegstar Te Aro Brewing: Dragon American Pale Ale American Pale Ale 5.7
Mosiac hops feature strongly on the nose. Tases of tropical fruits and tangerines. A sweet malty base counterbalanced by the hop 
bitterness

Kegstar Native Sparking: Lemon & Yuzu Hard Water Other 4.6 Citrus profile, using a high concentration of Yuzu from Japan to round out a refreshing alternative to beer

Kegstar Native Sparking: Berry & Blackcurrant Hard Water Other 4.6 Natural sugar from the raspberry provides a sweeter alternative to the citrus Lemon & Yuzu; a great alternative to white wine and cider

Lagunitas Brewing IPA IPA IPA 6.2 52

This is our unique version of an ancient style. A style as old as the ocean trade routes of the last centuries Great Ships. Not as old as 
the equator they had to cross twice enroute. Lagunitas IPA was our first seasonal way back in 1995. The recipe was formulated with 
malt and hops working together to balance it all out on your ‘buds so you can knock back more than one without wearing yourself out. 
Big on the aroma with a hoppy-sweet finish that'll leave you wantin’ another sip. 

Lagunitas Brewing A Little Sumpin' Sumpin' Ale American Pale Wheat Ale Pale Ale 7.5 65
A truly unique style featuring a strong hop finish on a silky body. A filtered pale wheat ale that is great for both IPA and wheat beer 
fans.

Lagunitas Brewing Hazy Memory Cloudy IPA IPA 7.7 55
The fifth in our 'wave series' of NE IPA's is 'New Wave' featuring Amarillo and experimental hop blend Falconers flight which offers 
lemon and light citrus tastes. We have kept out the lactose on this one making it slightly dryer than our usual hazy. 

Lagunitas Brewing Sumpin Easy Pale Ale Pale Ale 4 51
A healthy dose of 2-row malted barley, a bit of wheaty-esque-ish-ness and loads of Ekuanot hops to create a super smooth and 
velvety ale with a fruit and resin-y- finish like biting into a freshly picked peach. Easy!

Lagunitas Brewing Rumball (w/ Cola Nuts) Barrel Aged American Strong Ale Wood-aged Beer 12.3 American Strong Ale aged in rum barrels and spiced with cola nuts

Lagunitas Brewing Super Cluster Imperial IPA IPA 8 60
Super Cluster is a Citra-Hopped Mega Ale of intergalactic proportions. Everything we've learned about making hop-forward beer: Pale, 
cold, alcoholic, and bitter.

Lakeman Brewing Taupo Thunder NZ Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.7 40
An amber New Zealand ale which bursts with the aromas of citrus and passion fruit. These fruit flavours strike a smooth malt followed 
by a mild bitterness.

Lakeman Brewing Hairy Hop IPA IPA 6.3
A hop forward amber IPA with aromas of fresh Summer fruits, citrus and a hint of pine. A smooth malt ends with a pop of citrus. 
Champion Strong Ale 2018 NZ Brewers Guild Awards.

Lakeman Brewing Peach Fuzz Fruited Saison Saison 5.5
Brewed fittingly on the farm this saison will have you dreaming of summer days. With its golden colour and light mouth fell it imparts 
plenty of flavour with additions of sun ripened peaches and  Rewarewa honey sourced from the bush which boundaries the farm.

Lakeman Brewing Ghost Ship Imperial Stout Imperial Stout 9.8

Like a ghost ship lost in the fog these dessert wine barrels filled with Black Jack stout were lost and forgotten about in the back of the 
shed for 3 years.  Blended from white and red dessert wine barrels you will find this complex stout has notes of plum, cherry and oak 
with a smooth red wine finish.

Lakeman Brewing Hopi Ending Hazy IPA IPA 6.7
Lakeman loves a hopi ending and he hopes this hazy ipa may give you one with heady aromas  and flavours of  stone fruit and tropical 
fruit.

Lakeman Brewing Hairy Bogan Bourbon Stout Stout 9.5 Black stout with orange and chocolate notes balanced with the pleasant after taste of bourbon.

Lakeman Brewing Regal Royale Bourbon Oak Aged Barleywine Barleywine 11 Mahogany in colour. Aromas of dark fruit and bourbon on a smooth malt base with notes of sherry, caramel and leather.

Liberty Brewing Prohibition porter Barrel Aged Porter Porter 12.6 Imperial Porter aged in Jack Daniels barrels.

Liberty Brewing C!tra IIPA Double IPA 9 99 An imperial IPA showcasing a unique hop combination.

Liberty Brewing Halo Pilsner NZ Pilsner Pilsner 5.4

Quite positively a monument of New Zealand Pilsner. Proudly brewed with glorious Gladfield malts and free rein of Nelson hops. You 
can expect a good lashing of zesty lime citrus peel accented with tropical passionfruit. All shining proudly above rye-cracker malt 
drizzled with subtle sweet caramel.

Liberty Brewing Yakima Monster APA American Pale Ale 6 Gold Medal and Best in Class in the 2012 Brewers Guild of New Zealand Beer Awards.

Liberty Brewing Knife Party West Coast IPA IPA 7.1 Malthouse West Coast IPA 2013

Liberty Brewing Hoptical illusion IIPA Double IPA 8
Liberty Brewing Jungle Juice unfiltered IPAU IPA 6.6
Liberty Brewing Divine Wind Japanese Lager Lager 5
Liberty Brewing The Dank Side Hopped Lager Lager 5.5
Liberty Brewing Goldilocks WCIPA IPA 6.9
Liberty Brewing Rebel Juice Hazy IPA IPA 6.6
Liberty Brewing Cider Cider Cider 4.6
Liberty Brewing Matakana Imperial Oyster Stout Imperial Stout 10
Liberty Brewing Darkest Days Stout Stout 6
Liberty Brewing Oh Brother Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.1
Liberty Brewing Skull Crusher (Colab with Boneface) IPA IPA 6.9

Craftwork Brewery Angel Belgian Pale Ale Belgian Ale 6.8
An Orval clone essentially. But with a twist, in that this is more like a young Orval, and thus the brett is expressed as fruitiness. The 
beer has a strong malt backbone, and is dry-hopped (Noble hops) before packaging. LITTLE BRETT QUARTER

Hallertau x Craftwork Red Saison Saison Saison 6.9
A collaboration with Oamaru's Belgian style experts Craftwork. Stainless and amphora ferment finished for 12 months in a chardonnay 
barrel. All the funk! LITTLE BRETT QUARTER

Hallertau x Wilderness Rosetta Flanders Red Belgian Ale 6.8 2015 National Homebrew Champion Beer from Wilderness Brewery brewed by Hallertau. LITTLE BRETT QUARTER

8 Wired Brewing Brett Brux Brut Brett IPA Sour 7.5

This IPA was not only brewed with a ludicrous amount of hops but also fermented with Brettanomyces Bruxellensis. The little critter 
that many brewers love to love turns a relatively normal beer into something vastly different, complex and rewarding. Super dry, hoppy, 
funky and more than just a little bit fancy. LITTLE BRETT QUARTER

8 Wired Brewing Rendition Belgian Blonde Belgian Ale 7.5
It's a rendition of an age old monastery beer, but we do it the 8 Wired way. Brewed and dry hopped with NZ grown Styrian Golding 
hops, fermented with a Belgian yeast and refermented with brettanomyces. LITTLE BRETT QUARTER

8 Wired Brewing Wild Feijoa 2018 Fruited Sour Sour 6 2018 Vintage - Sour ale brewed with organic feijoas and aged in wine barrels LITTLE BRETT QUARTER

McLeods Brewery Cape Brett Saison Brett Saison Saison 7
Part of our Smugglers Bay Collection, this red Saison is a tap-only release. We introduced our house culture of good bacteria and wild 
yeast to a red Saison base for a soft tartness into sweet malt and a lingering finish with subtle funk. LITTLE BRETT QUARTER

Kereru Brewing Bretted Apricot Saison Saison Saison 6 3 month old Apricot Saison re fermented with Brett and an addition of 10 kg of fruit. LITTLE BRETT QUARTER
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Peckham's Cider Mr Brown Wild Cider Cider
A Brown’s Apple Single Variety. It’s been wild fermented by being inoculated with a barrel of 2018 Pathfinder which has strong Brett 
characters and is ageing in ex Pathfinder barrels. It’s got plenty of nice Brett/wild character and still has a little residual sweetness. LITTLE BRETT QUARTER

North End Brewing Eucharist Blackberry Wild Ale New Zealand Wild Ale 6

Traditionally Belgian farmhouse brewers used fermentation to preserve what they produced on the farm. Today we honour that 
tradition by preserving the deep fruity tart flavours of blackberries by aging them with our spontaneously fermented wild ale. The fruit is 
grown locally at Stanmore Farm in Te Horo before being aged for 8 months with our beer in oak barrels. We think it’s the perfect way 
to start Christmas morning LITTLE BRETT QUARTER

Parrotdog Brewing Barrel-aged Red Saison Red Saison Saison
Saison primary fermented in French oak barrels with a special farmhouse ale yeast before being secondary fermented with two 
different Brett strains. Funk, fruit and spice with a dry finish. LITTLE BRETT QUARTER

Little Creatures Brewing Co. Pale Ale Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.2 36

The beer's character is driven by the use of fresh whole hop flowers. Hop Flowers are carefully selected that are bursting wit aroma 
and contain all the essential oils and acids that deliver an unique flavour experience. Featuring crisp citrus flavours of grapefruit and 
passion fruit and maybe a bit of honey, all backed up with a good balance of bitterness. 

Little Creatures Brewing Co. XPA Extra Pale Ale Pale Ale 4.9 30
Hops, hops and more hops..Galaxy, US Crystal, NZ Nelson Sauv and dry hopped with Galaxy (again) and Mosaic. This easy drinking 
little number is a hop lovers dream. 

Little Creatures Brewing Co. Pipsqueak Cider Cider 5.2

We like beer while others like cider. That is fine so we made this beauty using 100% freshly crushed Australian apples sourced from 
the Adelaide Hills for a crisp character and gentle lingering sweetness. That’s right no concentrates, just the freshest apples we could 
fine. Pipsqueak cider is crisp and refreshing like a beer but made with apples.

Little Creatures Brewing Co. Catalina Lager Lager 4.3 24
A refreshing lager with floral and citrus notes from the late hopping of Taiheke and Mosaic. Moutere hops deliver a smooth bitterness 
to complement a mix of Pilsner and wheat malts. A local, easy drinking drop.

Little Creatures Brewing Co. The Kingsford New England IPA IPA 6.5
Made with Barley and wheat malts, hopped with Taiheke, Citra, Mosaic, Amarillo an Zythos. Hazy, rich, juicy orange and tropical fruits 
with a sweeter desert finish. Like a fruit salad in a glass.

Lone Bee Sparkling Mead Mead Mead 5.3

Not a Beer, Wine or Cider, Lone Bee Sparkling Mead is made from the finest Clover & Manuka Honey created from the wide open 
spaces of New Zealand.  Gluten free with no added preservatives, sweeteners or flavourings the result is a crisp, just off dry and very 
refreshing sparkling mead at a quaffable 5.3% ABV.

Macs Brewing Co. Miss Conduct Dry Hopped Pilsner Pilsner 5.2 30

Miss Conduct Dry Hopped Pilsener pours a light golden colour. A 5 on the flavour scale and 5.2% abv, it's subtle malty flavour comes 
from Pilsener and Munich malts. A generous helping of Nelson Sauvin, Citra and Taiheke hops give a citrus and fruity flavour. The 
subtle bitterness of the hops are balanced by the sweetness of the malts for a light, crisp finish.

Macs Brewing Co. Rockaway Pacific Pale Ale Pale Ale 4.7 28
Pacific Galaxy hops impart floral and tropical fruit flavours and a light, clean bitterness. It’s refreshing and approachable with enough 
flavour to keep things interesting.

Macs Brewing Co. Mac's Gold All Malt Lager Lager 4 15.5

The golden hue Mac's Gold comes from Crystal malt, a malted barely that has been caramelised curing a malting process. This 
produces a darker, more flavoursome malt. The sweetness from the malt is balanced out by the Pacific Jade Hops and a light, fruity 
character is produced by the Mac's yeast.

Macs Brewing Co. Interstate American Pale Ale American Pale Ale 5 50
Interstate is Mac’s take on a classic American Pale Ale. Brewed to bring out the punchy citrus and pine notes of the Citra and Mosaic 
hops.

Macs Brewing Co. Black Mac Porter Porter 4.8 30
Enjoy the deep and rich Black Mac flavours with dark undercurrents of caramel, liquorice and chocolate, topped off with the unique 
aroma of Fuggles hops.

Macs Brewing Co. Sassy Red Amber Ale Amber Ale 4.5 30
Named after its rich colour, sassy red balances five malts with a generous dose of Motueka hops for a traditional English ale 
experience.

Macs Brewing Co. Big Dipper White IPA IPA 5.7 38

Mac’s Big Dipper White IPA, is brewed to combine the best of an India Pale Ale and a Belgian Witbier, two classic beer styles. In 
flavour and aroma you’ll find the yeasty spice profile and light body of a Wheat Beer along with the citrusy and resinous aromatic hop 
profile of an American IPA. The beer pours a light-golden, straw colour with a hazy appearance and a fluffy white head of foam. Fairly 
dry with medium hop bitterness and a crisp finish, it’s a very complex beer that has a range of assertive and distinct characteristics that 
combine to create a veritable roller-coaster of flavour.

Macs Brewing Co. Lime Gose Lime Gose Gose 4.8
Zesty lime aroma and flavour with the sourness and light saltiness you’d expect from a fresh margarita. Only thing missing is the 
tequila.

Macs Brewing Co. Hop & Branch Cocktail Pale Ale Cocktail Other 9.4
Wild Turkey Longbranch Bourbon Whiskey, Grapefruit liqueur, Falernum syrup, orange bitters and lime juice topped with Rockaway 
Pacific Ale. Tropical, fruity and fresh, perfect for sipping out of a tiki glass while you lay in a hammock overlooking the Pacific.

Macs Brewing Co. Longbranch Boilermaker Boilermaker Other 9.5

Made with eight-year-old Wild Turkey Bourbon, Longbranch is an exceptional bourbon with a bright gold colour and aroma that is a 
balanced blend of vanilla and spices. Flavours of caramel, pear, and hints of citrus round out the palate. The subtle, smoky finish is 
buttery smooth, with notes of gentle pepper and toasted oak.  

Maiden Brewing Multiverse Peach Fruited Sour Sour 4.7
PART OF OUR KETTLE SOUR SERIES, THIS VERSION USES PEACH PURÉE AND IS FULL BODIED WITH FIRM AND BRIGHT 
ACIDITY. LIKE OPENING A CAN OF PEACHES.

Maiden Brewing Multiverse Plum Fruited Sour Sour 4.7
PART OF OUR KETTLE SOUR SERIES, THIS VERSION USES PLUM PURÉE. NOTES OF VANILLA FOLLOWED BY LICK OF 
PLUMMY ACIDITY.

Maiden Brewing Multiverse Kiwifruit & Lime Fruited Sour Sour 4.7
PART OF OUR KETTLE SOUR SERIES, THIS VERSION USES KIWIFRUIT PURÉE AND LIME JUICE. DELICIOUS LIME 
CHARACTER UPFRONT FOLLOWED BY SUBTLE HERBACEOUS NOTES OF KIWIFRUIT WITH EACH SIP. 

Maiden Brewing Multiverse Passionfruit Fruited Sour Sour 4.7
PART OF OUR KETTLE SOUR SERIES, THIS VERSION USES PASSIONFRUIT PURÉE. STRONG TROPICAL NOTES OF 
PASSIONFRUIT WITH A BRIGHT ACIDITY

Maiden Brewing Multiverse Hallertau Blanc Dry Hopped Sour Sour 4.7 25 PART OF OUR KETTLE SOUR SERIES. THIS VERSION USES HALLERTAU BLANC HOPS FROM GERMANY AT DRY HOPPING. 

Maiden Brewing Helios-A Spontaneous Ale Lambic-style 7
A 2018 vintage of a spontaneous wild ale aged on Pinot Noir grape skins for 18 months. Named after the Helios spacecraft which are 
a pair of probes launched into orbit around the sun to study solar processes. 

Maiden Brewing Helios-B Spontaneous Ale Lambic-style 6.7
A 2018 vintage of a spontaneous wild ale aged on Pinot Gris grape skins and stems for 18 months. Named after the Helios spacecraft 
which are a pair of probes launched into orbit around the sun to study solar processes. 

Maiden Brewing Andromeda Golden Melon Brett Saison Saison 5.8 25
A mixed fermentation saison aged on golden melon for 12 months. The name refers to the Andromeda Galaxy the nearest major 
galaxy to the Milky Way.

Martinborough Brewery Imperial Coffee Stout Coffee Stout Imperial Stout 8

A fusion of our Imperial Stout and Martinborough's 'Neighbourhood Coffee'.  We took freshly roasted 'Hopscotch' cold brew coffee and 
infused it with the Imperial Stout post-fermentation.  The result is coffee on the nose with a combination of coffee and dark malt 
flavours.

Martinborough Brewery Fresh Hop Fiend 2019 (Verse Hopduivel) Belgian IPA IPA 7.4 65
Verse Hopduivel is a fresh hopped Belgian IPA. The Belgian yeast produces interesting and complex esters that you would expect in a 
Belgian strong ale. Combined with freshly picked Taiheke hops, this beer exhibits citrus, spice and floral notes. 

Martinborough Brewery Hop Elixir International IPA IPA 6.3 65
An IPA made with New Zealand ingredients. Enjoy the citrus notes layered with hints of stone fruit. Then sit back and wait for the 
bitterness to tantalise your senses and the elixir of hops to cure your ills.

Martinborough Brewery Gin Barrel Aged Imperial Stout Barrel Aged Imperial Stout Wood-aged Beer 9.5

We have taken a freshly emptied French oak barrel used to age gin and aged our imperial stout in it for just over a year.  Reid & Reid 
are a craft distillery from Martinborough. They age their 'Native Gin' which uses three NZ native botanicals (kawakawa, manuka and 
horopito) in ex Martinborough Pinot Noir barrels for three months. Expect a combination of flavours from the barrels history. Its rich, 
warming and complex with a combination of dark fruits and savoury oak as well as exhibiting light peppery and floral spice on the 
palate.
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Martinborough Brewery Ohio APA American Pale Ale American Pale Ale 5 40
A light crisp American Pale Ale punctuated with juicy citrus and tropical fruit aromas. US hops are the hero and allowed to shine off a 
light pale malt base.

Martinborough Brewery Hoppy Haze New England IPA IPA 6.5 30
It’s Hoppy & Hazy as, like it’s brewed to be! Intensely fruity & juicy with some of the newest NZ & US hops on the market, including NZ 
Hops Hort 4337 and Sabro Cryo

Mean Doses Brewery & Fillery Mean Haze - Beervana Edition Hazy IPA IPA 7 25 Ooooo, a special hazy IPA brewed especially for release at Beervana.

Mean Doses Brewery & Fillery Mean Haze - Beervana NITRO Edition Hazy IPA IPA 7 25 Ooooo, a special hazy IPA brewed especially for release at Beervana AND poured on nitro.

Mean Doses Brewery & Fillery Mean Tropical IPA IPA IPA 6.7 51

From the people who brewed you Mean Tropical Stout and the tired, hungover copywriter who brought you the notes for... Mean 
Tropical Stout. Comes this latest addition to the Mean Doses Tropical beer universe: MEAN TROPICAL IPA. This winter... get ready to 
have everything you thought you knew about Dean's beer confirmed - because if you liked it before, you'll definitely like it this time. 
Starring: Pineapple and Mango Flavours, Stone Fruit Undertones, and a hazy IPA brewing technique that might result in a hazy beer 
or might not - we just don't know yet.

Mean Doses Brewery & Fillery Mean Red IPA Hoppy Red Ale IPA 6.5 55

Flavour notes for this one go: “mahogany goodness with mango, melon and mandarin on the nose, and pineapple...” – ah, whatever, I 
don't have my reading glasses and Dean’s handwriting is hard to decipher. I think it says “raisin and pine flavours”?Hmm. I've never 
been good at identifying all these little fruit tastes, maybe people just make all that stuff up? I get more of a caramel thing from it. 
Anyway it's awesome – personally, this one is my favourite.

Mean Doses Brewery & Fillery Mean IPA IPA IPA 6.7 60

Because you need an IPA, don’t you? You do. I mean a brewery needs an IPA, sure, that’s just basic business sense. But you, the 
people, you need this too. This IPA is deep and golden, it has all kinds of citrus in it, but also with a clean, balanced bitterness. It’s like 
a balm for your weary soul. I have seen people cheer up, very quickly, upon tasting this IPA (true story).

Mean Doses Brewery & Fillery Mean Porter on NITRO Brown Porter Porter 5 30

This one is easy going (NB a porter, not a stout). It's sessionable, you've got a mild thing happening here; bittersweet, a bit chocolate-
y. You could take this beer to a sick relative. You could drink responsible amounts of this while looking after other people's children. It's 
that kind of beer.

Mean Doses Brewery & Fillery Mean Bassline Sessions Vol. 3 Chardonnay Barrel Aged Spiced Imperial Red Ale Other 8 40 Collaboration with Bassline Brewing who will be pouring Vol. 2, a Pinot Noir Barrel Aged Spiced Imperial Red Ale.

Mean Doses Brewery & Fillery Mean Velvet Doppelbock Lager 9.7 22

Confused about doppelbocks? I get that. There are far too many varieties of craft beer these days. Well don't worry, I have your Cliff's 
Notes right here. A bock is defined as "a strong lager of German origin". A doppelbock is therefore two of these. A Mean Velvet is 
defined as "a topaz-ruby-esque beer, of complex and wonderful sweetness". Remember, when you drink this beer - which is in fact two 
beers - you will become mathematically twice as happy as you would have if you had drunk anyone else's beer. Science. 

Mean Dosess Brewery & Fillery Mean Bounty Chocolate, Coconut & Raspberry Brown Brown Ale 5.5 20

Welcome aboard the HMS Mean Bounty. As you might have guessed, it's generally about the chocolate and coconut (which is possibly 
a fruit), and this Raspberry Horizon edition is all about the raspberry (definitely a fruit). It's yummy, it's brown, it's lighter than a stout 
and - wait, why are you even still reading this?

Mount Brewing Mr Jones Hazy IPA IPA 7

This hazy thirst quencher is dedicated to "Jonesie", one of our Mount Brewing co regulars. Our NEIPA is unfiltered and smashed with 
Jonesie's favourite - passionfruit, as well as a fair punch of pineapple. All American citra, zythos, simcoe, and mosaic hops makes this 
a delightfully citrusy, juicy, summer scorcher! Here's to all the Jonesies out there! 

Mount Brewing Mrs Jones Hazy IPA IPA 7
Mrs Jones, the other half of Mr Jones.. naturally a bit sweeter and easier on the eye! Infused with mango which gives a touch of 
sweetness to this ever so easy drinking hazy IPA.

Mount Brewing Dark 'n Stormy Cider Spiced Cider Cider 4.5
This cider made with the finest New Zealand apples is blended with real ginger, molasses and spices to give that Dark n' Stormy taste 
over a crisp medium-sweet cider base.

Mount Brewing Midday Marge & Rita Gose Gose 4.7
With agave and gold kiwi fruit, this is designed to represent the brewery’s duelling personality (Marge and Rita). Sweet, sour, tart, 
fruity, it’s as close to tequila as they could conjure. Make sure to salt the rim! Brewed for GABS 2019.

Mussel Inn Captain Cooker manuka beer Manuka Beer Specialty 5 31 Iconic beer based on Captain Cooks original recipe, an amber ale flavoured with NZ hops and fresh picked manuka tips

Mussel Inn Crow Stoner Hemp beer Specialty 6.9 Made with NZ grown hops and it's very closely related cousin, a herb that Golden Bay is famed for!

Mussel Inn Monkey Puzzle Trappist strong ale Barleywine 10 Malt driven extra strong ale using all NZ ingredients.

Mussel Inn Lean Lamb Clean Farmhouse Sour 5 Aged in ex wine oak barrels. Soft and frisky

Mussel Inn Black Rhino Stout IPA 6 Malt driven black ale

Mussel Inn Heat Rash chilli beer Chilli Lager Specialty 5 Golden Goose lager with a cayenne chilli added to the bottle.

Mussel Inn Freckled Frog Feijoa Cider Cider 5 No a cider at all as it contains no apple! Made from 100% locally grown feijoas, fermented on the pulp.

Shining Peak Gung Ho IPA IPA 7
A big IPA that punches the taste buds with the best hops that NZ and the US can offer. Big, bold, bitter and fruity, this is a real treat for 
the hop heads. NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK

Searchlight Brewing King of Beer Brut IPA IPA 8.4 38 Dry Finish with a surprisingly sweet fruity flavour, citrus and stone fruit. NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK

Otago Brew School Ne Plus Ultra NZ Pilsner Pilsner 5

N.Z. Pilsner is a typical example of the emerging style of N.Z. Pilsner. It is pale and brewed with Gladfield German Pilsner malt, 
Southern Cross and Motueka hops for bitterness, flavour and aroma. Fermented cool, with a proven lager culture and an extended 
conditioning period where more flavour development takes place. This is all accentuated by an addition of Motueka dry hopping. The 
result is a clean, crisp, 5.0%abv Pilsner with Motueka overtones and a vibrant character NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK

Otago Brew School Hidden Number New World English Pale Ale Pale Ale 4.5

A New World rendition of an English Pale Ale. Pale gold ale with English roots.  Brewed along traditional English styling but with NZ 
hops and malts and with an English yeast. It has a piney/citrus aroma from the special dry hop and some citrus notes on the tongue. It 
has a good bitterness with a backbone of NZ Ale malt. This beer is very sessionable NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK

Otago Brew School Dark Matter Oatmeal Stout Stout 4.5

A deep black, rich and creamy, 4.5%abv Oatmeal Stout with coffee and chocolate aromas. A hint of vanilla. Medium-bodied with a soft 
oiliness from the oats used. There is a roasty dryness with a touch of malt sweetness The oats were traditionally added in the past for 
a “tonic” effect to promote a vital body as was widely believed. NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK

Volstead Brewing US IPA American IPA IPA 6.4
A bunch of US West Coast hops meet in the ring for a punchup of epic proportions - juicy, piney, and resinous. Brewed with Voss, our 
house yeast, which emphasizes citrus notes. NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK

North End Brewing Rhum Visitation Belgian Strong Ale Belgian Strong Ale 10.7 30

In the French-speaking islands of the Caribbean they distil sugar cane juice to make Rhum; as opposed to the English speaking 
islands which distil Rum from molasses. We take our already rummy and rich Visitation Quadruple and age it over Rhumoak, resulting 
in the decadent treat that you are holding in your hand right now.

North End Brewing Beach Hoist West Coast IPA IPA 6.5 27.5

Our American style India Pale Ale started out as a collaboration with a legendary brewer from Oregon in the North West United States. 
We took the American IPA style and substituted American varieties of hops for New Zealand grown ones. We have tweaked the recipe 
and made it our own. The result is fruity, and resinous with a smooth malt backbone and a lingering bitter finish.

North End Brewing Petit Luna Saison Saison 2.5 2.7

Just because something is small doesn't mean it won't pack a punch. The little, delicate, dried flowers of the hibiscus plant are a case 
in point as they lend a pungent, fruity character, and deep pink colour when added to beer. The same can be said of Petit Luna. 
Hibiscus, kaffir lime, spicy Belgian yeast, and lactic tartness all brew up to a big refreshing blast of flavour fired by a light, low alcohol 
beer.

North End Brewing Double Iron Stout Stout 7.5 26.4
A strong mature version of Iron Sands Oat Rye Stout. Originally brewed for the NZ Stout Challenge in Christchurch. A classic winter 
warmer. 

North End Brewing ESB Extra Special Bitter British Ale 4.7 23.9 Our Extra Special Bitter takes the classic malty, fruity London style of pale ale and injects a dose of zesty locally grown hops. 
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North End Brewing Baby Grand Flanders Red Other 6 5

The Red Ales of Flanders are the balsamic emperors of Belgian beer. Tart, complex and deeply fruity they are the product of long slow 
aging in wooden barrels. Baby Grand takes inspiration from Flanders and from the Bordeaux style wines of the Hawkes Bay resulting 
in a tart deeply fruity complex beer aged for 18th months in French oak cabernet sauvignon barrels.

North End Brewing Saison de Terroir Wild Saison Saison 6.5 20

French winemakers use the word ‘terroir’ to describe the influence of the local environment on the wines that they make. We have 
helped add a big dose of ‘terroir’ into this beer by taking our Saison and re-fermenting it in barrels with a blend of wild yeasts from 
Waikanae. The result is tangy, lightly tart and extremely fruit

Panhead Custom Ales Lube Nube IPA IPA 6.7
The heady stench of Simcoe, Mosaic and Sabro flare the nostrils and prime your tongue for the onslaught of tropical fruit and eyeball 
popping, tongue wrenching bitterness, approach always with caution and or gas money. 

Panhead Custom Ales Tyre Fryer Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.4

The hop gods spoke and the coveted Sabro was clutched. Some sacrifice animals, others build shrines, we get trackside and shred 
tread. Hear our primal scream, swim through the plume, search the scorched earth and behold the blown ‘Stones, the ultimate 
acknowledgement of our gift from above, high in the mountains of New Mexico.

Panhead Custom Ales Doh Nutter Hoppy Lager Lager 4.8

Mesmerising are the centrifugal forces of asphalt artists committing circle work to their bitumen canvas. Guzzle one for these diff 
damaging squeally pigs,  and brake and pedal jugglers, wreckless rotators scribing vehicular Venn diagrams with rear-wheel 
righteousness. May their tyre temps forever rise.

Panhead Custom Ales Motor Mouth Watermelon Sour Sour 4.7

To all the jabber-jaws forever revved, running hot, blowing smoke out the wazoo, emitting combustible transmissions, leaving sour 
notes in the gizzards of the gathered. Banter bandits melting faces with real torque. Living for shock without absorption. Making ruckus 
til it’s time to kick buckets. Please, motor on.

Panhead Custom Ales Wham Bam Thank You Nam Vietnamese Coffee Specialty 8
Pours jet black with a lovely espresso crema on top. Big coffee character (What did you bloody expect?) and more subtle dark 
chocolate and lots of vanilla are there as well. A super-rich, creamy body helped along by Nitro, feels so good in your mouth. 

Panhead Custom Ales Rat Rod Hazy IPA IPA 6.5
Pouring a cloudy gold with a thick creamy head. This beer is like being smashed in the face with a bowl of fruit salad and probably 
contains your 5+ A Day (however, there is no scientific evidence of this).

Panhead Custom Ales Batch 076 Bruxellensis Brut Brut IPA IPA 7

Pouring very pale with a spritzy effervescence (yes we know some fancy words, this is the champagne of beers after all). The finishing 
gravity is below 1000 which means it has no residual sugar and is very dry. Huge fruity aroma coming from both the hops and yeast. A 
very light mouthfeel is followed by some alcohol warmth a gentle acidity and a lingering light spice. Oo la la.

Beer Baroness All The Ladies Nitro Coffee Stout Stout 5 Coffee stout made in collab with Pink Boots, NZ and beans from the great folk at Allpress PINK BOOTS SOCIETY

Mcleod's Brewery Paradise Pale Ale Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.5
Our Version of an Australasian style Pale ale. Lush tropical aromas of papaya, mango and citrus with a hint of dank. Supported by a 
light sweet malt character and balanced bitterness. PINK BOOTS SOCIETY

The Fermentist IPA IPA IPA 5.8 48

We have tried something different with this IPA. We worked with NZ Hops Ltd. and used a new trial hop for late and dry hopping. If you 
were lucky you will have tried this beer is our small batch fermenTEST tap range. Our IPA has great malt body and the hopping with 
the hop trial creates a wonderfully vibrant beer. The IPA style is the perfect beer for this hop to be the star of the show, displaying high 
levels of tropical fruit character including passionfruit, stone fruits and citrus. PINK BOOTS SOCIETY

Mata Beer Head In The Clouds Tropical Coconut Hazy IPA IPA 5.7 PINK BOOTS SOCIETY

Ranger Beers Kokonutty Cocoa IPA IPA 6.1 54 A coconut and cocoa unfiltered IPA

Ranger Beers Raptor APA American Pale Ale 5.5 54 The citrus and grassy hops are present and the fruity aromas play a part too

Ranger Beers In a Daze Hazy Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.8 45 Our hazy pale ale made with German hops give it a point of difference

Ranger Beers Six Shooter IPA IPA 6.2 60 An abundance of kiwi hops with Amarillo the only American showing up, six hops in total hence the name.

Ranger Beers Rangerous Extra Special Bitter British Ale 6.1 40 This one is all about the malts with a combination of fruity New Zealand hops

Renaissance Brewing Co Brut IPA Brut IPA IPA 6.5 18

“This dry, refresher of a beer was brewed with a relatively simple malt bill of ale malt and a touch of cara hell, designed to showcase 
the distinctive hop profile of Moutere, Pacifica, Motueka with just a touch of Zythos for a real tropical hit. Our goal throughout 
fermentation was to produce a balanced, effervescent malty dryness with a massive tropical aroma. Spritzy, dry and delicious! " 

Renaissance Brewing Co Espresso Beertini Baltic Porter Porter 7.7 20
In collaboration Harpoon Coffee this is Renaissance's homage to the Espresso Martini... but with beer. And probably way less basic. 
Brewed for GABS 2019.

Renaissance Brewing Co 1000th Brew Heritage Imperial Porter Porter 9.4 44

Renaissance 1000th brew was expertly crafted by six of NZ's finest brewers - all of whom worked their craft at Renaissance Brewery 
some past some present. Heritage boasts almost a dozen malts, coupled with; Apollo, Southern Cross, Pacific Jade and Nelson 
Sauvin hops. All of which are blended to produce a rich, toasty and decadent brew. The aroma is of coffee and toffee with a hint of 
dark fruit. Your taste- buds can expect a roasted nutty, maple character with a full bodied mouth-feel, and a soft lingering bitterness 

Renaissance Brewing Co Stonecutter Peated Scotch ale Scotch Ale 7 8

Multi award winning Stonecutter Scotch Ale is the big, hearty, ‘red wine’ of our range. The Scotch Ale style is believed to have 
originated in Edinburgh in the 18th century and is colloquially known as "wee heavy" due to its higher strength than its paler siblings. 
We use nine malts blended together to produce layers of caramel, toffee, liquorice, chocolate and roasty flavours. These layers are 
balanced by a tart, raisiny fruitiness that gradually gives way to give this dark beer a lingering dry finish.

Renaissance Brewing Co Big Ripa Red IPA IPA 6.1 50

This brew pours a brownish–red with deep ruby windows when the light shines through it. The beer was made for the NZ IPA 
challenge and focuses on New Zealand hop varieties. The malts have a high proportion of Munich and red malts to yield the lovely 
reddish colour and form a malt base to hang the hop flavours on.The hops focus on the NZ varieties Kohatu, Motueka,& Taiheke as 
well as the new research strain Hort 9909. The nose is citrus and tropical fruit hop aromas with undertones of caramel malts. The taste 
is emphatically hoppy with hop resins coating the tongue. The hop notes of citrus, tropical fruit, and pine dominate with a hint of malt 
sweetness as an undertone.

Renaissance Brewing Co Renaissance Lager European Lager Lager 4.5 15

As a nation of intrepid people, New Zealanders are great at working together to create new things. The same can be said of the 
country's brewers who over the last decade have collaborated to create an exciting, vibrant industry. Renaissance Lager is our 
celebration of New Zealand flavours and a tribute to the everyday kiwi. This beer is a nice easy drinking lager that exhibits a subtle 
malt base laced with a slight tropical hop undertone, a great everyday beer.

Renaissance Brewing Co Bandwagon West Coast Hazy IPA IPA 8.5
It’s not about being first, it’s about doing it better! We are jumping on this hazy bandwagon with a big bold hop bomb. This is a big juicy 
beer loaded with American hops for a big tropical hit and lingering bitterness for all the hop lovers. 

Renaissance Brewing Co Chili Wit Wit beer Belgian Ale 5.2
Chili hit ahead! with coriander and Blood Oranges added during the boil to harmonise the flavour. Special yeast is used to give it a 
unique look and flavour. Odyssey is a hazy white beer 

Renaissance Brewing Co Cheery Drop Kettle Sour Berliner Weisse 4

This beer is a kettle-soured cherry Berliner Weise and is our first soiree into sour beers. The beer has a tantalising refreshing dry 
finish, the Cherry will dance on your taste buds like a ballerina elegantly twirling to the sounds of swan lake, that is sure to see you 
coming back for more!

Renaissance Brewing Co Discovery APA APA American Pale Ale 4.5 28

Honeyed characters and the subtle hop flavours lead to slightly sweet finish on the palate. As with all our beers, we believe that 
Discovery’s flavours can be enjoyed with foods as well as on their own, we recommend that this beer matches well with the hot spiced 
dishes.

Renaissance Brewing Co Voyager IPA IPA IPA 6 60

Inspired by the boldly hoppy Ales of old that were exported from Britain to the furthest corners of her vast and glorious 
empire, Voyager I.P.A. is a rich satisfying Ale with an emphatic hop bite. We brew this beer with pale ale malt from Canterbury, and 
small additions of European specialty malts to yield a malt base on which to build its hop edifice. We generously hop it with Kiwi hop 
varieties for bitterness then finish it with Fuggles (as a nod to I.P.A.’s British origin) and New Zealand bred Riwaka hops for a spicy 
floral finish. The result is an ale that will coat your palate with hops and it will leave you in no doubt that you have had a beer!  It is just 
as good carbonated and chilled as it was when it was flat and warm!
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The Independence Collective Change Maker American Pale Ale American Pale Ale 5.6
It has a clean malt bill. It has a citrus tropical flavour. It is easy crisp and easy drinking. It is a combination of American and NZ hops - 
Eldorado, Amarillo, Simco and Motueka. SOCIAL ENTERPRISE BREWING

Misfit Brewing Co WARHOL Pilsner Pilsner 5.1

Here’s to Andy Warhol; a pop art pioneer who was prolific in taking what’s familiar and re-stylising it in his own unique and 
unapologetic style, destroying the borders between high art and popular culture. This beer’s a nod to him, with our re-created version 
of your classic Pilsner. Malt: Pilsner, Sour Grapes. Hops: Kohatu, Wakatu SOCIAL ENTERPRISE BREWING

Misfit Brewing Co BASQUIAT NZ IPA IPA 6

Here’s to Jean-Michel Basquiat; a rare example of how an 80s graffiti based and counter-cultural practice could become a fully 
recognized and critically embraced artistic phenomenon. The punchy tropical and citrus fruit notes, paired against a nice toasty 
character, makes this NZ IPA our homage to the subtle complexities of his work.  Malt: American Ale, Vienna , Gladiator, Sour Grapes. 
Hops: Southern Cross, Kohatu, Wakatu, Taiheke SOCIAL ENTERPRISE BREWING

Misfit Brewing Co HARING White IPA IPA 6

Here’s to Keith Haring; a cultural icon whose artistic stylings combined playful illustrations with poignant and controversial cultural 
commentary. A true master in blending unfamiliar territories, his work depicted how serious issues can be lively, with fresh colour and 
vivid imagery. This White IPA is a fitting tribute to his legacy; blending the citrus and tropical notes of an IPA, with the refreshing and 
spicy presence of the Belgian Wit. Malt: Pilsner, Wheat, Munich, Sour Grapes. Hops:  Kohatu, Taiheke, NZ Chinook. SOCIAL ENTERPRISE BREWING

Southpaw Brewing Uncle Charlie American Pale Ale American Pale Ale 5.9 52

Uncle Charlie APA is a full-on hop packed American Style Pale Ale. Bursting with juicy tropical fruit flavours, citrus and pine aromas 
and punchy upfront bitterness all from a combination of classic US and NZ hops. The bouquet of hops is complemented by a full malt 
backbone and delicate sweetness to balance the plethora of flavours and bitterness. Uncle Charlie looks as good as it tastes with a 
bright copper colour and a thick white head. The beer is really bursting with a mix of tropical and stone fruits while maintaining great 
drinkability, a great example of what happens when US and NZ flavours collide

Southpaw Brewing Riding Pine Red IPA IPA 5.5 55
Riding Pine Red IPA is rich in malt complexity and balance with spicy, piney hop flavours.  It has a deep zestful aroma from a 
combination of US and NZ hop varieties, and a rounded bitterness to accentuate the full bready, toasty malt sweetness. 

Southpaw Brewing Say Hey Kid IPA IPA 6.5 65

BEERVANA SPECIAL - POURED THROUGH NZ WHOLE CONE HOPS.  A classic West Coast style IPA with an NZ hop twist. A pale 
bright appearance with the zesty aroma of citrus. Full on hop flavour of grapefruit and lime with a punchy bitterness that you’d expect 
from an IPA

Southpaw Brewing Shake Down NZ Pale Ale Pale Ale 4% Shake Down pale ale is a 100% New Zealand ingredient easy drinking pale ale. It showcases some classic New Zealand hop flavours in a bright new light. At only 4% it remains full and drinkable, packed with fresh flavour of melon and pear from classic NZ green bullet and wakatu hops. Refreshing and delicious! 

Southpaw Brewing Sweet Science #4 Stout Other 5.2 20

BEERVANA SPECIAL - PULLED THROUGH COFFEE BEANS ON NITRO.  Sweet Science is a sweet-style stout that focuses on 
roasted malts combined with rich sweetness from lactose and crystal malts.  It's full, drinkable, sweet and pulled through coffee beans 
on nitro.

Southpaw Brewing Green Tea and Jasmine Lager Lager Lager 4.5 25 A Beervana-twist on our classic Lager, now blended with green tea and jasmine.  Due to its popularity at Beervana 2017, it's back!

Southpaw Brewing Wonderboy Rhubarb and Strawberry Sour Sour 4.5 5 A tart kettle-soured beer brewed with NZ strawberries and rhubarb.  A blend of fruit sweetness and zesty sourness.  Pink.

Southpaw Brewing Matchmaker English American IPA IPA 6.3
An English style IPA made with a blend of English and American hops.  Rich malt character and sweetness from British crystal malts, 
herby bitterness from classic English hops, with a zesty citrus aroma from new varietal American hops.

Sprig & Fern Berry Cider Cider Cider 4.54
Tarty, vibrant and moreish…This Berry Cider with berry fruit juices is lovingly crafted by mixing apple cider with a selection of berry fruit 
juices giving this award-winner a refreshing and mouthwatering taste sensation.

Sprig & Fern Chocolate Porter Porter Porter 5
Brewed with a combination of five malts and featuring luscious chocolate aromatics and flavour, this dark and creamy chocolate beer 
indulgence is smooth and silky to the last drop 

Sprig & Fern Game Changer West Coast IPA IPA 6.7
Brewed for the annual coveted West Coast IPA Challenge, we have gone the extra mile with the use of hops in this US Strong Pale 
Ale. Big bold hops and bold flavour abound..

Sprig & Fern Scotch Ale Scotch Ale Scotch Ale 6.5

When you want to go deep and rich ... there’s nothing like SIX quality malts to get you there. Combining them with Fuggle hops has 
created a Scotch Ale with pronounced caramel, coffee and chocolate notes. A full-bodied smoothness that is second to none enjoyed 
at 6-8°C.

Sprig & Fern Mango & Lime Cider Cider Cider 4
This apple cider base is packed with the sweetness of Magdalena mango and a subtle balance of lime juice. It is sure to be an 
essential Sprig & Fern staple in your refrigerator. Gently invert the bottle before pouring to get maximum flavour in every mouthful. 

Sunshine Brewing Pilsner Pilsner Pilsner 5 30
We threw together some Motueka, Riwaka and Nelson Sauvin hops to create a refreshingly modern Kiwi pilsner and the perfect palate 
cleanser after a long afternoon surfing The Pipe.

Sunshine Brewing Big River West Coast IPA West Coast IPA IPA 8 75

When the right swell hits and the wind swings into line Big River turns it on. Our West Coast IPA reflects this infamous break at its 
best. Big flavours of tropical fruit and citrus dominate from the line up of Mosaic, Amarillo and Azzacca hops. Backed up by a clean, 
balanced malt character and a sustained bitterness that leaves you frothing for the next drop. 

Sunshine Brewing No Access East Coast IPA East Coast IPA IPA 6 15

 No Access is fun break that peaks as consistently as our East Coast IPA. Powered by a juicy swell of five of the most aromatic hops 
going around and backed up by a big palate built on Marris Otter, oats and wheat. Surges of tropical fruit and lime backed up by an 
easy bitterness and hazy goodness.

Sunshine Brewing Bruin lightning Coffee Belgian Brown Ale Belgian Ale 6.5
Inspired by Raglan Roast's 'Brown Lightning' coffee blend. Bruin lightning is full to the brim with mocha, chocolate and vanilla 
characters before finishing with hints of spice from Belgian ale yeast. 

Sunshine Brewing India Pale Ale IPA IPA 5.8 45
Inspired by Gisborne’s long Indian summers, this India Pale Ale is an explosion of earthy pine and citrus over a nutty malt base. 
Savour the bittersweet hit of soft caramel notes and 6 different American hops

Sunshine Brewing Stout Milk Stout Stout 5 20
The black sheep of the Sunshine family, this luscious stout is a smooth, velvety blend of chocolate, coffee and vanilla with roasted 
malt. Rich but balanced, this is a brew that demands to be savoured. 

Sunshine Brewing Saison Du Brut Brut Saison Saison 7

Saison du Brut is a blurred line between hop and vine. Inspired by our Brut IPA it’s light, bright and refreshingly dry with lifted stone 
fruit aromas from Hallertau Blanc hops, fruity esters from french saison yeast and a fine structure enhanced by aging in ex viognier 
barrels. 

Te Aro Brewing Co Weasel Juice West Coast IPA IPA 6.5 50 Dank and fruity hops combine for an exquisite full-bodied West Coast IPA.

Te Aro Brewing Co Grapefruit A-Go-Go Imperial IPA Double IPA 7.6 60
A strong US IIPA showcasing Gladfield's malts and US hops with grapefruit zest and juice. Intense yet balanced, full-bodied sweet 
toffee malt with bitter tart fruitiness that makes it dangerously easy to drink.

Te Aro Brewing Co Dragon American Pale Ale American Pale Ale 5.7 37
Classy American Pale Ale - Mosaic hops feature strongly on the nose. Tastes of tropical fruits and Tangerines. A sweet malty base 
counterbalanced by the hop bitterness.

Te Aro Brewing Co Razzle Dazzle NZ Pilsner Pilsner 5.1 31 A Refreshing hop-forward Kiwi Pilsner with Riwaka and Nelson Sauvin hops and smooth malt profile with a clean bitterness. 

Te Aro Brewing Co Robbers Dog Sour Cherry Gose Gose 2.5 5
A refreshing Gose, kettle soured, with pink Himalayan salt, sour cherries plus a little hit of raspberries for colour. Very pretty and ultra 
quaffable.

Te Aro Brewing Co Django Mango Berliner Weisse Berliner Weisse 2.5 5 A kettle soured Berliner Weiss with refreshing aromas and flavours of fresh Australian mangos.

Te Aro Brewing Co Dubh X Milk Stout Stout 5.3 24 A smooth, sweet Oatmeal Stout with rich notes of chocolate and coffee. Well balanced bitterness and easy to drink. 

Te Aro Brewing Co Dragon Dry hopped with Citra American Pale Ale American Pale Ale 5.7 37
Classy American Pale Ale - Mosaic hops feature strongly on the nose. Tastes of tropical fruits and Tangerines which are enhanced by 
the addition of Citra hops.
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Te Aro Brewing Co Credence Russian Imperial Stout Imperial Stout 12 80

Visitors to our homebrew shop, Brewtopia, when it was based in Tory St might have noticed a Bourbon barrel in the middle of the shop 
floor. This barrel contained a Russian Imperial Stout with an ambitious target ABV of 22%. Well, a couple of flaws in that plan - 
fermentation stopped about the 16% mark (super boozy but also super sweet) and we had to move the barrel to the new digs in Upper 
Hutt. As luck would have it, we had a few barrels of RIS already aging in Upper Hutt so we blended them all together and then filled 
the barrels again. 

Te Aro Brewing Co Frambesque Raspberry Sour Lambic Style Lambic Style 5.5
A two year old Lambic-style beer aged in Chardonnay barrels. Raspberry puree was added four months ago. It is fruity and oaky with a 
soft acidity.

Te Aro Brewing Co Brewed @ Source NZ IIPA Double IPA 8.1 55
A big fruity NZ IIPA with a balanced malt profile. Brewed at MacHops farm in Motueka during the harvest specially for Beervana. We 
used fresh Riwaka hops for a sweaty, dank IIPA. 

Te Aro Brewing Co Obligatory NZ Pale Ale Pale Ale 4.9 41 Classic NZ Pale Ale showcasing Gladfields malt and NZ Cascade, Nelson Sauvin, Motueka & Pacific Jade hops.

The Fermentist American Brown Ale American Brown Ale Brown Ale 5.2 40

This dark brown beer has subtle chocolate and roast malt aroma with a delicious piney and slightly citrusy dry-hopped nose. A 
medium-dry finish provides an aftertaste having a balance of both malt and hops. In the dry-hopping process, we have used American 
Columbus cryo-hops that are twice as concentrated and reduce waste compared to hop pellets. This is an exception to our philosophy 
of using NZ hops, however, the decision comes from our sustainable values.

The Fermentist Black Lager Black Lager Lager 4.4 41
Deep ruby tones bean from this Black Lager like a mystical dark orb. Rich chocolate aroma combines with subtle fruity notes born from 
a New Zealand dry hop addition. Intriguingly smooth and mid dry balance finishes to lingering roasted malts.

The Fermentist IPA IPA IPA 5.8 48

We have tried something different with this IPA. We worked with NZ Hops Ltd and used a new trial hop for late and dry hopping. If you 
were lucky you will have tried this beer in our small batch fermenTEST tap range. Our IPA has great malt body and the hopping with 
the hop trial creates a wonderfully vibrant beer. The IPA style is the perfect beer for this hop to be the star of the show, displaying high 
levels of tropical fruit character including passionfruit, stone fruits and citrus.

The Fermentist Fermentist KPA Kiwi Pale Ale Pale Ale 4.8 35

An easy-drinking, accessible Pale Ale that is a great beer for all occasions. This KPA has an awesome balance between the 100% 
Pale Ale Malt and hops, having just the right amount of bittering to give good drinkability. Late and dry-hopped with Taiheke, Nelson 
Sauvin and Motueka hops.

The Fermentist Fermentist Cider Apple Cider Cider 5
Made from 100% New Zealand apple juice. Slow-fermented at a coolish temperature to accentuate the fruity aromatics. Full of 
character with a light tartness and a dry finish. Pale in colour and cloudy.

The Fermentist Czech Pilsner Czech Pilsner Pilsner 5.2 40
A rich golden Czech-style Pilsner. An extended cold maturation produces a clean mellow finish. NZ Willamette hops add a traditional 
hop character to the bready malt aroma. Complex yet nonchalant and refreshing.

Tinker Tailor Strawberry Rhubarb Sour Ale Sour Sour 5.9
Tinker’s raided the fruit bowl for this flavoursome number. Our Sour Ale’s been enhanced with strawberries and rosy rhubarb for a 
thirst-quencher that’s clean and tart yet bursting with sweet notes. Crisp and fruity with a tangy twist.

Tinker Tailor Orange Chocolate Stout Stout Other 5.4
Tinker's rolled out the red carpet for this one. Our Stout's soft chocolate centre has been infused with orange zest to create a surprising 
velvety blend. A winter warmer worthy of an Academy Award.

Tinker Tailor Big Juicy IPA IPA IPA 6.3
Tinker’s dreaming of hazy, east coast summer days. Our IPA’s tropical heart just got even more intense with this big, bright juicy 
cocktail. An unfiltered, unrivalled hit of peaches and apricot. A fruity, fresh flavour bomb

Tinker Tailor IPA IPA IPA 6.4
Our Indian Pale Ale is tailored true-to-style. Bold, tropical hop flavours of mango, strawberry and nectarine perfectly balance 
fragrances of pine and papaya. Refined and refreshing.

Tinker Tailor Stout Stout Stout 5.1
Our Stout is tailored true-to-style. Indulge yourself with roasted chocolate malt and notes of creamy mocha, blended with a toffee 
sweetness. Deep, dark and decadent.

Tinker Tailor Sour Ale Sour Ale Sour 5.5
Our Sour Ale is tailored true-to-style. A delicate acidity, trademark tang, and a hint of strawberry produce layers of flavour to tempt the 
tastebuds. Refreshing and invigorating.

Tinker Tailor American Brown Ale American Brown Ale Brown Ale 6.1
Our American Brown Ale is tailored true-to-style. Discover a delicious blend of big malt flavours, golden caramel and a hint of buttery 
chocolate. Smooth, subtle and satisfying.

Tinker Tailor Salted Caramel American Brown Ale American Brown Ale Brown Ale 5.7
Tinker’s travelled the earth to bring you this tasty brew. Our American Brown Ale has been sprinkled with the finest Himalayan rock salt 
to discover an unrivalled balance of sweetness and saltiness. A comforting concoction.

Townshend Brewing Co Fat Hand English Barleywine Barleywine 7.2 A strong a warming ale ally at 7.2% this beer is rich and powerful, and huge like a giant iron fist.

Townshend Brewing Co JC IPA English IPA IPA 5.5 An IPA that will put hairs on your chest and have you singing hallelujah, leaving you praying for more.

Townshend Brewing Co 666 Belgian Tripel Belgian Strong Ale 9.2
Townshend Brewing Co Oldham’s Tap Pilsner Pilsner Pilsner 5.2 100% Riwaka Hops

Townshend Brewing Co Blitzgreig IPA IPA 6.5
A USA style beer, with big hop in your face flavour. Made as an annual release for the Malthouse West Coast IPA Challenge. It is an 
opportunity to celebrate and show our appreciation. Assertive, brash and loud. A US of A amber coloured ale using American hops.

Tuatara Brewery Pilsner Pilsner Pilsner 5 44
Taste: Crisp, firm bodied with notes of citrus and grass. Good hop bitterness and refreshingly dry finish. Aroma: Light aroma of citrus 
and malt. Look: Golden straw colour

Tuatara Brewery IPA IPA IPA 5.1
LOOK: Bright golden. AROMA: Layers of citrus from the fruit-forward hops. TASTE: Very fruity flavours of citrus, tropical and stone 
fruits. Balanced malt base. Solid bitterness.

Tuatara Brewery Hazy Pale Ale Hazy Pale Ale Pale Ale 5.5
LOOK: Dull golden, slightly hazy. AROMA: Tropical and citrus fruits with subtle honey malt. TASTE: A refreshing combination of 
mango and pineapple with a generous dose of citrus. Light bodied with honeyed malt undertones.

Tuatara Brewery Roughneck Hazy IPA IPA 7.1

LOOK: Hazy orange. AROMA: Tropical and citrus fruit marry beautifully with the subtle esters of banana and apple. TASTE: Layers of 
tropical (Mango, Pineapple) and Citrus (Orange) fruit coming from the big, staggered triple dry hop. Some residual sweetness and a 
seemingly non-existent bitterness from the judicial use of kettle hops. Creamy mouthfeel and texture.

Tuatara Brewery Midnight Sun Baltic Porter Porter 7
Hand Pull. LOOK: Deepest dark red. AROMA: Rich plum and raisin. TASTE: Lots of silky, velvety chocolate on the palate, very light 
coffee character. Beautifully weighted, rich, warming and embracing

Tuatara Brewery Barrel Aged Dubbel Dubbel Belgian Strong Ale 8.2

With six different malts and house-made Belgian candy sugar, this classic Dubbel benefits from months of repose in a quiet, cool 
place. You’ll find the plum and raisin characters, the characteristic phenolics and the hints of dark chocolate reconciled to perfection.  
Rich complex malt characters, caramel sweetness with spicy phenolics, notes of dark chocolate. Barrel Aged

Tuatara Brewery Barrel Aged Ardennes Barrel Aged Belgian Strong Golden Ale Belgian Strong Ale 8
Tuatara Ardennes is a strong, Belgian-identified ale. We've named it after the Ardennes yeast that gives it all those citrus characters 
and strong spicy orange notes. Barrel Aged

Tuatara Brewery Sheffield Street Collective Quad Belgian Strong Ale 9.6
A Colab between Duncan's Brewery & using Dark Horse Coffee (Kapiti Coast) post fermentation,  this is a Belgian Quad that has 
complementary coffee notes to go with its malty richness and spicy esters.

Tuatara Brewery Dry Hopped Whiskey Sour Sour Sour 5

The classic whiskey sour cocktail uses just enough lemon to take the hit out of the whiskey, and just enough sugar to take the edge off 
the lemon. The use of egg white softens and blends the lemon flavour to create a silky texture on the tongue. Appreciators vs 
connoisseurs, we decided to experiment with a kettle sour base to build our own take on this American original. We dabbled with some 
of the good stuff as well as some oak barrel chips for an authentically spirit-ual experience!

Urbanaut Szechuan Kolsch + Yuzu Super Sour BEER BLENDER Specialty 4.5

The Urbanaut BEER-BLENDER series being launched at Beervana! Blend two mini cans together for three delicious flavours in one 
tiny package! SZECHUAN KOLSCH - Smooth, Peppery, Lemon blended with YUZU SUPER SOUR - Dry, Sharp, Citrus. 1. Taste can 
A. 2. Taste can B. 3. Blend A + B together. 4. Party forever!



BREWERY NAME NAME DESCRIPTION STYLE ABV IBU TASTING NOTES THEMED BAR?

Urbanaut Manuka Smoked Chili Ale + Horopito Kawakawa Gose BEER BLENDER Specialty 5.5

The Urbanaut BEER-BLENDER series being launched at Beervana! Blend two mini cans together for three delicious flavours in one 
tiny package! MANUKA SMOKED CHILI ALE - Spicy, Malty, Smokey blended with HOROPITO KAWAKAWA GOSE - Salty, Sour, 
Herbaceous. 1. Taste can A. 2. Taste can B. 3. Blend A + B together. 4. Party forever!

Urbanaut Milkshake Beer + Imperial Stout BEER BLENDER Specialty 7

The Urbanaut BEER-BLENDER series being launched at Beervana! Taste both beers, then blend two mini cans together for three 
delicious flavours in one tiny package! MILKSHAKE BEER - Rich, Creamy, Vanilla blended with IMPERIAL STOUT - Boozy, 
Chocolate, Coffee. 1. Taste can A. 2. Taste can B. 3. Blend A + B together. 4. Party forever!

Urbanaut Gastown Red IPA Red IPA IPA 5.8

With a unique hop profile, the Gastown Red IPA has the perfect balance of high-alpha hop aroma and a prominent bitterness. A 
complex partnership between New Zealand and German malts give it a rich ruby colour and a backbone of toffee, caramel and roasted 
flavours.

Urbanaut Roxbury Hazy IPA Hazy IPA IPA 6

Roxbury Hazy NZIPA uses a single hop blend called THE BRUCE. Freestyle Hops NZ combined the freshest Nelson Sauvin, 
Motueka, Pacifica and Pacific Jade cones at harvest and pumped them into hop pellets. The aroma has fresh gooseberry, citrus peel, 
ripe tropical fruit and orange blossom. An awesome light orange glow and is hazy AF. A tasty hop bomb, with low bitterness and a 
smooth mouthfeel.

Urbanaut Montrose Hop Oil IPA IPA IPA 6.6
A big IPA finished with an experimental hop oil derived from Citra and Simcoe pellets. The addition of hop oil gives a strong pine and 
grapefuit flavour, that compliments the solid malt platform and legit bitterness of this burly beer.

Waitoa Social Club Release the Hounds Double IPA Double IPA 8.5
This hoppy imperial IPA was brewed by our brew master for his own 30th birthday celebrations. A solid malt base allows the various 
hop flavors shine through. This beer is big, bold, and fun just like  Tommy. 

Waitoa Social Club Ananas Pineapple IPA IPA IPA 5.9 Classic IPA brewed with a healthy does of pineapple juice, and hopped with Citra and Riwaka to give it an extra tropical boost

Waitoa Social Club Hazy in Love New England IPA IPA 6.3
Inspired by Beyonce, this outgoing Hazy IPA is packed full of Nelson Sauvin Fresh Hops giving a strong sense tropical citrus fruits with 
just a dash of floral too.  

Waitoa Social Club Blackmail Eis Stout Stout 8.8
Not for the faint hearted, Blackmail is our a refined version of one of our first eisbock brews. Hints of coffee, cacau, vanilla, and brandy 
accentuate the complex palette of this must try. 

Waitoa Social Club Strawberry Kisses Sour Sour 4
A palette cleanser, this cute wee number shine bright pink in the class, and tingles the taste buds. Not the kind of sour to turn your face 
inside out, this beer is all about highlighting the natural tart and sour flavours from the literally thousands of strawberries it contains. 

Waitoa Social Club No Time to Explain India Pale Lager Lager 5.9
Hopped like an IPA fermented like a Lager. Expect big hops flavours partnered with crisp smooth Lager feel - that's enough 
explanation.

Whistling Sisters Beer Co Dr Gould’s Miracle Nostrum Gose Gose 3.9 5
With the power of Oriental Ginger, sweet Galangal, Earthy Turmeric and Nourishing Carrots, this Life-giving Gose can help with: 
dropsy -pleurisitical episodes -the twiggles -the galloping schlops. Add a stimulating snifter for a dollar!

Whistling Sisters Beer Co Mistress Oldtimers Chicken Soup IPA Savoury IPA IPA 5.9 30
All the goodness of chicken noodle soup in an IPA! Good for coughs, colds, sniffles, mumbles, mumpykins, manflu, niggles and the 
sads. Spicy hops and aromatic deliciousness (and real chickens).  Add a stimulating snifter for a dollar!

Whistling Sisters Beer Co Ri-beer-na Sour Sour 4.1 5

Smoky indigo in colour, a tasty berry bite and full of your daily dose of “vitamin C”*, this delicious beer-o-tonic will put pep in your step, 
vim in your vigour, and purple in your circle! A sovereign remedy for: - The lazes -Antsless pants -Couchy stuckbottoms -The No-
interest-in-gettingups. Add a stimulating snifter for a dollar! * well, some anyway. Those meddling kids ruined it for everybody

Whistling Sisters Beer Co Beerocca Sour Sour 4 5

Had one too many? Plan to have two too many? This finest in physic, this formula in fixing, this salve to the soul will see you right! Full 
of citrusy vitamins, blood orange and lime, exotic barks and roots, this tasty goodness will soon see you right! Good for : -The galloping 
greenfaces, -The hammering skulls, -The driest of drymouths, -The grumbliest of guts. Add a stimulating snifter for a dollar!

Whistling Sisters Beer Co Right honourable Alexander’s Oatmeal Stout Oaty stout Stout 4.9 10

Pregnant? Don’t drink, it's bad for your passenger. An adjuvant for the ages, a good stout has been known to fill the mind and the belly 
and the blood with great things. Strength and courage and power can all be yours! Easier to get than an iron suit or a big hammer, this 
is a filling, delicious, beera-vitae to reinforce the soul and keep the metal in your bones!  Good for: -Boneitis, -Flailing whillikers -
Oldmanity. Add a stimulating snifter for a dollar!

Whistling Sisters Beer Co Gimmean IPA It's an IPA! IPA 6 50

Hops! Well known to help the insomniac, the mind-too-full and the intrepid traveller, this IPA will cleanse the palate and fill it with hoppy 
goodness from afar. European aromatics, clean malts and familiar yeasty notes make for a beer to come back for again and again!  
Good for: -IPA cravings, -Changing it up with an IPA, -Assuaging IPA misgivings, -IPA-JUSWantins. Add a stimulating snifter for a 
dollar!

Wilderness Brewing Brombees Mixed Ferm Red Ale with Blackberries Sour 7.5 20 Tart, funky red ale aged for over 1 year before spending time on blackberries. Finished with a light dose of horopito.

Wilderness Brewing Polycephaly DDH NEIPA IPA 8.2 30 New england style IPA showcasing neo-mexicanus varieties fermented out with multiple yeast strains.

Wilderness Brewing Dark Rift Bourbon Dark Sour Sour 7.6 20 Bourbon barrel aged dark sour - mixed ferment (brett + lacto), finished on boysenberries.

Wilderness Brewing Golden Bounty Peach + Nectarine Sour Sour 5.2 10 Mixed ferment pale sour (brett + lacto) aged on 400g/L of nectarines and multiple peach varieties.

Wilderness Brewing Vieux Nouveau Hoppy Saison Saison 5 30 Pale saison fermented out with multiple farmhouse yeast strains and hopped with new world hop varieties.

Wilderness Brewing Maple like Jagger Imperial Sweet Stout Imperial Stout 9.8 50 Bourbon aged imperial sweet stout with jaggery sugar, maple syrup and lactose. Served as a two-part pour with a maple peanut foam.

Wilderness Brewing Dragon Pit Apricot Gose Gose 4.3 5

In semi-traditional fashion, this gose was soured with lactobacillus and fermented out with a clean ale yeast. In secondary, the beer 
spent 4 months on 200g/L of apricots from the Waitaki valley along with a healthy dose of Brettanomyces. The name of the beer was 
inspired by the history of the Waitaki Valley, where several places were named ‘Ruataniwha’ or ‘Dragon Pit’.

Yeastie Boys Irascible The Flamingo Kveik IPA IPA 7
IRASCIBLE THE FLAMINGO! A Belgian IPA fermented with traditional kveik yeast, a classic style with a modern twist! Amarillo and 
Mandarina cryo hops give a juicy, fruity flavour and rose hip added late in fermentation lends a delicate floral aroma.

Yeastie Boys Pottle Kettle Black South Pacific Porter Porter 6

Fresh & hoppy, yet rich & black. Mind-bendingly delicious and a true original. Our flagship beer, and biggest seller, Pot Kettle Black is 
one of New Zealand’s most widely awarded beers. PKB, as it is affectionately known, is a juxtaposition of beer styles: fresh and hoppy, 
yet as dark as night and malty rich. The black beer that has converted many a person who’d formerly professed a fear of dark ales… 
and called a "real foodie beer" by every chef we meet! 

Yeastie Boys Gunnamatta Earl Grey IPA Earl Grey IPA IPA 6.5

A modern cult classic inspired by the Pale Ales that travelled from England to the East Indies and, perhaps more importantly, all that 
precious tea that returned on those same ships. Yeastie Boys' Gunnamatta utilises judicious amounts of Earl Grey Blue Flower tea to 
generate an intoxicating floral and citrus aroma with the quenching dry finish of an ice tea. A truly unique new world India Pale Ale with 
a decidedly old world twist. Boldly floral nose – much like your granny’s bedroom - with stone fruit and citrus flavours and a long dry 
finish.

Yeastie Boys Whitenoise White Beer Witbier 4.4

A delicate session-strength beer with hints of orange blossom, coconut, vanilla and a refreshingly dry finish. A quaffable, cloudy white 
ale that is perfect for those afternoon sessions after a hard day's work or play. Pours a cloudy pale straw colour with a dense mousse-
like white head. A perfumy coconut and vanilla note on the nose, with a little citrus and spice, and bready grains from the wheat. The 
mouthfeel is full for such a pale beer, but still very light and elegant. The beer finishes with a cleansing acidity, a faint spicy note and 
only the mildest touch of citrus from the virtually non-existent hops.


